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  ﺍﷲ ﺍﻟﺮﲪﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢ  ﺑﺴﻢ
 اﻹهـــــــﺪاء
  واﻟﻤﺆﻣﻨﻮن﴾ ﻗﻞ إﻋﻤﻠﻮا ﻓﺴﻴﺮى اﷲ ﻋﻤﻠﻜﻢ ورﺳﻮﻟﻪو﴿
وﻻﺗﻄﻴﺐ اﻟﻠﺤﻈﺎت إﻻ .. إﻟﻰ ﺑﻄﺎﻋﺘﻚ  إﻟﻬﻲ ﻻﻳﻄﻴﺐ اﻟﻠﻴﻞ إﻻ ﺑﺸﻜﺮك وﻻﻳﻄﻴﺐ اﻟﻨﻬﺎر
  اﻟﺠﻨﺔ إﻻ ﺑﺮؤﻳﺘﻚ اﷲ ﺟﻞ ﺟﻼﻟﻪ وﻻ ﺗﻄﻴﺐ.. وﻻ ﺗﻄﻴﺐ اﻵﺧﺮة إﻻ ﺑﻌﻔﻮك .. ﺑﺬآﺮك 
إﻟﻰ ﻧﺒﻲ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﺔ وﻧﻮر  .. وﻧﺼﺢ اﻷﻣﺔ.. ﺳﺎﻟﺔ وأدى اﻷﻣﺎﻧﺔ إﻟﻰ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻠﻎ اﻟﺮ
  اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻴﻦ
  ﺳﻴﺪﻧﺎ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺻﻠﻰ اﷲ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ وﺳﻠﻢ
إﻟﻰ ﻣﻦ .. إﻟﻰ ﻣﻦ ﻋﻠﻤﻨﻲ اﻟﻌﻄﺎء ﺑﺪون اﻧﺘﻈﺎر .. آﻠﻠﻪ اﷲ ﺑﺎﻟﻬﻴﺒﺔ واﻟﻮﻗﺎر  إﻟﻰ ﻣﻦ
أرﺟﻮ ﻣﻦ اﷲ أن ﻳﻤﺪ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻤﺮك ﻟﺘﺮى ﺛﻤﺎرًا ﻗﺪ ﺣﺎن .. ﺑﻜﻞ اﻓﺘﺨﺎر  أﺣﻤﻞ أﺳﻤﻪ
 اﻧﺘﻈﺎر وﺳﺘﺒﻘﻰ آﻠﻤﺎﺗﻚ ﻧﺠﻮم أهﺘﺪي ﺑﻬﺎ اﻟﻴﻮم وﻓﻲ اﻟﻐﺪ وإﻟﻰ اﻷﺑﺪ ﻃﻮلﻗﻄﺎﻓﻬﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ 
 ..
 واﻟﺪي اﻟﻌﺰﻳﺰ
 إﻟﻰ ﺑﺴﻤﺔ.. إﻟﻰ ﻣﻌﻨﻰ اﻟﺤﺐ وإﻟﻰ ﻣﻌﻨﻰ اﻟﺤﻨﺎن واﻟﺘﻔﺎﻧﻲ .. إﻟﻰ ﻣﻼآﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺤﻴﺎة 
إﻟﻰ ﻣﻦ آﺎن دﻋﺎﺋﻬﺎ ﺳﺮ ﻧﺠﺎﺣﻲ وﺣﻨﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻠﺴﻢ ﺟﺮاﺣﻲ إﻟﻰ  اﻟﺤﻴﺎة وﺳﺮ اﻟﻮﺟﻮد
  اﻟﺤﺒﺎﻳﺐ أﻏﻠﻰ
   أﻣﻲ اﻟﺤﺒﻴﺒﺔ
 ﺗﻨﻴﺮ ﻇﻠﻤﺔ ﺣﻴﺎﺗﻲ ورﻓﻴﻘﺔ درﺑﻲ و إﻟﻰ ﺷﻤﻌﺔ ﻣﺘﻘﺪةإﻟﻰ 
 .. وإﻟﻰ ﻣﻦ ﺑﻮﺟﻮدهﺎ أآﺘﺴﺐ ﻗﻮة وﻣﺤﺒﺔ ﻻ ﺣﺪود ﻟﻬﺎ.. 
 ﻋﺮﻓﺖ ﻣﻌﻬﺎ ﻣﻌﻨﻰ اﻟﺤﻴﺎة وإﻟﻰ ﻣﻦ
 زوﺟﺘﻲ وأم أوﻻدي
  اﻟﻄﺎهﺮة اﻟﺮﻗﻴﻘﺔ واﻟﻨﻔﻮس اﻟﺒﺮﻳﺌﺔ إﻟﻰ رﻳﺎﺣﻴﻦ ﺣﻴﺎﺗﻲ إﻟﻰ اﻟﻘﻠﻮب
    وإﻟﻰ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻄﻠﻌﻮا ﻟﻨﺠﺎﺣﻲ ﺑﻨﻈﺮات اﻷﻣﻞ
إﺧﻮﺗﻲ
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  ﺷﻜﺮ و ﺗﻘﺪﻳﺮ
اﻟﺤِﻤﺪ ﷲ رب اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻴﻦ واﻟﺼﻼة واﻟﺴﻼم ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻌﻠﻢ اﻟﺒﺸﺮﻳﺔ وهﺎدي اﻹﻧﺴﺎﻧﻴﺔ وﻋﻠﻰ 
  . وﻣﻦ ﺗﺒﻌﻬﻢ ﺑﺈﺣﺴﺎن إﻟﻰ ﻳﻮم اﻟﺪﻳﻦﻪﺁﻟﻪ وﺻﺤﺒ
  أﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﺎﻟﺸﻜﺮ اﻟﺠﺰﻳﻞ
   .إﻳﻤﺎن ﻋﺒﺪ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ أﺑﻮ اﻟﻤﻌﺎﻟﻲ . دﻰإﻟ
  .ا ﻓﻲ إرﺷﺎدي وﺗﻮﺟﻴﻬﻲ أﺛﻨﺎء ﻋﻤﻠﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺄل ﺟﻬًﺪﺗﺣﻴﺚ ﻟﻢ 
  أﺳﺎذﺗﻲوإﻟﻰ 
  . ﺑﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﻃﻮم ﻨﺪﺳﺔ اﻟﻜﻬﺮﺑﺎﺋﻴﺔ و اﻹﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻴﺔ ﺑﻘﺴﻢ اﻟﻬ
  وإﻟﻰ أﺧﻮاﻳﺎ أﻳﻤﻦ وﻣﺤﻤﺪ
  . اﻟﻠﺬان ﻋﻮﻧﺎﻧﻲ ﺗﻘﻨﻴًﺎ ﻹﺧﺮاج هﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺑﺼﻮرﺗﻪ اﻷﺧﻴﺮة
  و إﻟﻰ أﺳﺮة ﻣﻜﺘﺒﺔ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ اﻟﺨﺮﻃﻮم
   و أﺳﺮة ﻣﻜﺘﺒﺔ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ أم درﻣﺎن اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻴﺔ 
  اﻟﺬﻳﻦ أﻣﺪوﻧﻲ ﺑﻤﻌﺮﻓﺔ ﻧﻈﻢ اﻟﻔﻬﺮﺳﺔ
   اﻟﺒﺤﺚ  آﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺳﺎهﻢ ﻓﻲ إﺧﺮاج هﺬاوإﻟﻰ
  .إﻟﻰ آﻞ ﻣﻦ آﺎن ﺳﺒﺒﺎ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻤﻲ وﺗﻮﺟﻴﻬﻲ و ﻣﺴﺎﻋﺪﺗﻲو
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Abstract 
 
The aim of this research is to design and implement a digital library 
system for Sudanese research and education libraries to be compatible 
with international standards and based on free and open sources 
software.  
The system uses Personal Home Page language to design user interface, 
Mysql to create database, and Apache Server to operate Internet pages. 
The cataloging module was designed and implemented according to the 
international standard Machine Readable Catalog (MARC). It contained 
350000 bibliography records which were collected from different eight 
Sudanese universities.  
The digital files saving module was designed and implemented to store 
different files (text, video, audio) in a compressed format to reduce 
storage space and facilitate file transferring across different media and 
networks.  
In addition, the public searching module was designed and implemented 
to search in multiple international libraries at the same time using one 
interface.  
Finally, each module of the digital library system was tested and 
operated successfully. 
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  اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﻠﺺ
  
  
   اﻟﺒﺤѧﺚ و اﻟﺘﻌﻠѧﻴﻢ ﻤﺆﺳѧﺴﺎت  ﻟ ﻣﻜﺘﺒѧﺔ رﻗﻤﻴѧﺔ  ﻧﻈѧﺎم  و ﺗﻨﻔﻴѧﺬ ﺗѧﺼﻤﻴﻢ هѧﻮ اﻟﻬﺪف ﻣﻦ هﺬا اﻟﺒﺤѧﺚ 
  .ﺘﻮاﻓﻖ ﻣﻊ اﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻴﺔﻣواﻟﺒﺮﻣﺠﻴﺎت اﻟﺤﺮة ﻣﻔﺘﻮﺣﺔ اﻟﻤﺼﺪر  ﻣﺒﻨﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻴﺔاﻟﺴﻮداﻧ
 اﺳѧѧﺘﺨﺪم واﻟﻤѧѧﺴﺘﺨﺪم   ﻟﻌﻤѧѧﻞ واﺟﻬѧѧﺔ )php( ﻟﻐѧѧﺔ ﺻѧѧﻔﺤﺎت اﻹﻧﺘﺮﻧѧѧﺖاﺳѧѧﺘﺨﺪم اﻟﻨﻈѧѧﺎم 
  .آﻤﺸﻐﻞ ﻟﺼﻔﺤﺎت اﻹﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖehcapA ﻣﺨﺪم ﻗﺎﻋﺪة اﻟﺒﻴﺎﻧﺎت و   ﻟﻌﻤﻞ  lqsyMﺑﺮﻣﺠﻴﺎت
  
 000053 هѧﻲ ﻣﻜﻮﻧѧﺔ ﻣѧﻦ و( ﻣѧﺎرك )ﻟﻨﻈѧﺎم اﻟﻌѧﺎﻟﻤﻲ ﻣﻌѧﺎﻳﻴﺮ ا  وﻓѧﻖ أﻧﺸﺌﺖ وﺣﺪة اﻟﻔﻬﺮﺳѧﺔ 
  .ﺳﺠﻞ ﺑﻴﻮﻟﻮﻏﺮاﻓﻲ ُﺟﻤﻌﺖ ﻣﻦ ﺛﻤﺎﻧﻲ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺎت ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ
 
ﻧѧﺼﻴﺔ )اﻟﺮﻗﻤﻴѧﺔ ﻟﺘﺨѧﺰﻳﻦ أﻧѧﻮاع ﻣﺘﻌѧﺪدة ﻣѧﻦ اﻟﻤﻠﻔѧﺎت  ﺣﻔѧﻆ اﻟﻤﻠﻔѧﺎت ُﺻѧﻤﻤﺖ وﻧﻔѧﺬت وﺣѧﺪة
 اﻟﺘﺨѧﺰﻳﻦ و ﺗѧﺴﻬﻴﻞ ﻧﻘѧﻞ اﻟﻤﻠﻔѧﺎت ﺔ ﻓѧﻲ ﺻѧﻮرة ﻣѧﻀﻐﻮﻃﺔ  ﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴѧﻞ ﻣѧﺴﺎﺣ (ﺻѧﻮﺗﻴﺔ وﻣﺮﺋﻴﺔ و 
  . اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ و اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺎتﻋﺒﺮ اﻟﻮﺳﺎﺋﻂ
 
 ﻓﻲ ﻋﺪة ﻣﻜﺘﺒﺎت ﻋﺎﻟﻤﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ وﻗѧﺖ واﺣѧﺪ وﺑﻮاﺟﻬѧﺔ ﺖ وﺣﺪة اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﻌﺎم وﻧﻔﺬت ﻟﻠﺒﺤﺚ ﻤﻤُﺻ
  .اﺳﺘﺨﺪام واﺣﺪة
  
 .  وأﺧﻴﺮًا ُﺟﺮﺑﺖ آﻞ وﺣﺪات ﻧﻈﺎم اﻟﻤﻜﺘﺒﺔ اﻟﺮﻗﻤﻴﺔ وُﺷﻐﻠﺖ ﺑﻨﺠﺎح
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
 
     The evolution of libraries has been influenced by constant changes due to 
information technology developments in the last years. Sudanese libraries lack 
modern techniques and in view of the rapid development and growing in knowledge 
and need for quick access to information, it is necessary to find a way to 
commensurate with the resources available for the introduction of these new 
technologies in order to enhance those libraries. 
   
The solution is to produce a system compatible with global regulations and benefit 
from open source technologies. Open sources can be utilized to serve our needs with 
minimal expenses. 
1.2 Digital Library Definitions 
 
There are several appellations for the libraries of modern technology such as digital 
library, electronic library and virtual library.  
 
The digital library is a set of electronic information or materials available on the 
digital library server and can be accessed through the local area networks or via the 
Internet [1].  The digital library can also be defined as modern forms of information 
retrieval systems or information systems that support the production of digital 
content and conduct research.    
 
The word electronic library is used mutually with the word digital library, but some 
believe [1] that the first is more comprehensive than the second because the word 
electronic includes both analogue and digital and the contents of the library can be 
stored in optical disks or magnetic media or digital segments. 
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The virtual library can be defined as the systemic tools available on the web, which 
provide sources of information classified according to a set of substantive divisions, 
usually been reviewed and evaluated by a group of clerks and experts in specialized 
subjects .The virtual library exists only in virtual space, which is a space of 
information. In reality there are no corresponding virtual libraries in the traditional 
libraries. A virtual library goes beyond the spatial and geographical borders as well 
as its ability to combine more than one function collected from a common goal.  
 
1.3 Problem Definition 
Sudanese university libraries suffer from the weakness in the use of modern 
techniques, which led to the difficulty in the spread and access of information to 
beneficiaries. Also the search for information has become difficult. In addition, a 
large number of books and thesis are lost yearly.   
 
1.4 Objectives  
The aim of this project is to design and implement a digital libraries system for 
Sudan compatible with global regulations and based on open source technologies.  
The system should include the following: 
• Cataloging system. 
• Books, researches, etc keeping system. 
• A system for importing data from other systems such as CD ISIS and 
WINISIS. (Ninety percent of Sudanese universities libraries which have a 
digital library system use CD ISIS and WINISIS software). 
• A linkage searchable system to link with global libraries such as the library of 
Congress.   
• A data transfer system from sub-servers to the main server by direct 
connection and indirect connection or via the internet. 
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1.5 Methodology and Tools 
 
This application was built on web base using php language, mysql database and 
apache server. It contained multiple modules: 
1. Electronic Catalog by this module user can enter the catalog of books, thesis 
and other on standard format marc21 (Machine Readable Cataloging). 
2. Saving Digital Materials by this module user can upload e-books, thesis and 
others.  
3. Importing by this module user can import catalog data to local database 
using xml (Extended Markup Language) files. 
4. Z39.50 protocol by this module user can interact with public library. 
5. Searching by this module user can search and retrieve information. 
1.6 Thesis Layout 
 
The material in this research is organized into six chapters. The concepts discussed 
through these chapters are as follow: - 
 
Chapter 2–in this chapter we discuss cataloging techniques.    
Chapter 3– in this chapter we discuss about php scripts, MySql database, Extensible 
Markup Language, Z39.50 protocol, and Networked Digital Libraries. 
Chapter 4–in this chapter we discuss database design and implementing of 
cataloging, saving digital material, importing, search on public library, search on 
local library. 
Chapter 5–in this chapter we show screen shot of application and testing.  
Chapter  6 –  Conclusion  
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Chapter 2 Bibliographic Metadata  
 
Anyone working with digital libraries needs to know about two different standard 
methods for representing document metadata: the machine-readable cataloging 
(MARC) format and the Dublin Core. They represent opposite ends of the 
complexity spectrum. MARC is a comprehensive, well-developed, carefully 
controlled scheme intended to be generated by professional catalogers for use in 
libraries. Dublin Core is an intentionally minimalist standard intended to be applied 
to a wide range of digital library materials by people who are not trained in library 
cataloging. These two schemes are of interest not only for their practical value, but 
also to highlight diametrically opposed underlying philosophies. 
2.1 Machine Readable Catalog (MARC) 
 
The MARC standard was developed in the late 1960s at the Library of Congress to 
promote the sharing of catalog entries among libraries. It is a comprehensive and 
detailed standard whose use is carefully controlled and transmitted to budding 
librarians in library science courses. Most of us are well accustomed to seeing 
MARC records when consulting online catalogs in academic libraries. The 
information includes the author, type of material, information about the physical 
book itself, publisher, some notes, and various identification numbers.  The record in 
Table 2.1 also includes the subject classification according to the Dewey Decimal 
System. Producing a MARC record for a particular publication is an onerous under-
taking that is governed by a detailed set of rules and guidelines called the Anglo-
American Cataloging Rules, familiarly referred to by librarians as AACR2R (the 2 
stands for second edition, the final R for revised). These rules, inscribed in a 
formidable handbook, are divided into two parts: Part 1 applies mostly to the 
description of documents; Part 2 to the description of works. Part 2, for example, 
treats Headings, Uniform titles, and References (i.e., entries starting with “See…” 
that capture relationships between works). Under Headings there are sections on how 
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to write people’s names, geographic names, and corporate bodies. Appendices 
describe rules for capitalization, abbreviations, and numerals. 
 
 
Table 2.1 Library catalog record 
Field Name Description 
Type of Material  Book (Print, Microform, Electronic, etc.) 
Personal Name  Clark, Ronald H. (Ronald Harry), 1903- 
Main Title  The development of the English traction engine. 
Published/Created Norwich [Eng.] Goose [1960] 
Description  xxv, 390 p. illus., facsims. 29 cm. 
Notes  Errata slip inserted. Bibliography: p. 346-347. 
Subjects  Traction-engines. Agricultural machinery. 
LC Classification  TJ700 .C52 
Dewey Class No. 621.14 
National Bib. No.  GB60-15328 
Other System No . (OCoLC)3942065 
 
The rules in AACR2R are highly detailed, almost persnickety. It is hard to convey 
their flavor in a few words. Internally MARC records are stored as a collection of 
tagged fields in a fairly complex format. Table 2.2 gives something close to the 
internal representation of the catalog record presented earlier, while Table 2.3 lists 
some of the field codes and their meaning. Many of the fields contain various 
identification codes. For example, field 008 contains fixed-length data elements such 
as the source of the cataloging for the item and the language in which the book is 
written. Many of the variable-length fields contain subfields, which are labeled a, b, 
c, and so on, each with their own distinct meaning (in the computer file they are 
separated by a special subfield delimiter character). For example, field 100 is the 
personal name of the author, with subfields indicating the standard form of the name, 
full forenames, and dates. Field 260 gives the imprint, with subfields indicating the 
place of publication, publisher, and date. The information in the more legible 
representation of Table 2.1 is evident in the coded form of Table 2.2. Note that some 
fields can occur more than once, such as the subject headings stored in field 650.  
The MARC format covers more than just bibliographic records. It is also used to 
represent authority records—that is, standardized forms that are part of the librarian’s 
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controlled vocabulary. One authority file is for personal names and maps all versions 
of a person’s name into one standardized form [2]. 
 
 
Table 2.2 MARC fields of the record of Table 2.1 
 
Tag Marc Field Value 
001  8901720 
005  19980421194037.0 
008  780531s1960 enkah b 000 0 eng 
035  (DLC) 61026816 
906  |a 7 |b cbc |c oclcrpl |d u |e ncip |f 19 |g y-gencatlg 
010  |a 61026816 
015  |a GB60-15328 
035  |a (OCoLC)3942065 
040  |a DLC |c NcRS |d NcRS |d Uk |d DLC 
050  |a TJ700 |b .C52 
082  |a 621.14 
100 |a Clark, Ronald H. |q (Ronald Harry), |d 1903- 
245 |a The development of the English traction engine. 
260  |a Norwich [Eng.] |b Goose |c [1960] 
300  |a xxv, 390 p. |b illus., facsims. |c 29 cm. 
500  |a Errata slip inserted. 
504  |a Bibliography: p. 346-347. 
650  |a Traction-engines. 
650  |a Agricultural machinery. 
985  |e OCLC REPLACEMENT 
991  |b c-GenColl |h TJ700 |i .C52 |t Copy 1 |w OCLCREP 
 
Table 5.3 Meaning of some MARC fields 
 
Tag Description 
001 Control number uniquely identifying the record 
005 Date and time that the record was last modified 
008 Fixed fields 
010 Library of Congress control number 
015 National Bibliographic number 
035 System control number 
040 Cataloging source 
050 Library of Congress classification 
082 Dewey classification 
100 Main entry—personal name 
245 Title 
260 Imprint: place of publication, publisher, date 
300 Physical description 
500 General note 
504 Bibliography note 
650 Subject entry 
906 Tags in the 900 range are reserved for local use and are 
985 used by vendors, systems, or individual libraries to 
991 exchange additional data 
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2.2 Dublin Core (DC) 
 
The Dublin Core is a set of metadata elements that are designed specifically for non-
specialist use. It is intended for use when people describe electronic materials, such 
as those they have created—which, being electronic materials, will almost certainly 
not receive a full MARC catalog entry. The result of a collaborative effort by a large 
group of people, it is named not for the capital of Ireland but after Dublin, Ohio, 
where the first meeting was held in 1995. It received the approval of ANSI, the 
American National Standards Organization, in 2001. Compared with the MARC 
format, Dublin Core has a refreshing simplicity. Table 2.4 summarizes the metadata 
elements it contains: just fifteen rather than the several hundred used by MARC. As 
the name implies, these are intended to form a “core” element set that may be 
augmented by additional elements for local purposes. In addition, the existing 
elements can be refined through the use of qualifiers. All elements can be repeated 
where this is appropriate. The Dublin Core uses the general term resource which 
subsumes pictures, illustrations, movies, animations, simulations, even virtual reality 
artifacts, as well as textual documents. Indeed, a resource has been defined in Dublin 
Core documents as “anything that has identity.” The Creator might be a 
photographer, an illustrator, or an author. The Subject is typically expressed as a 
keyword or phrase that describes the topic or the content of the resource. The 
Description might be an abstract of a textual document, or a textual account of a non-
textual resource such as a picture or animation. The Publisher is generally a 
publishing house, a university department, or a corporation. A Contributor could be 
an editor, a translator, or an illustrator. The Date is the date of resource creation, not 
the date or dates covered by its contents. For example, a history book will have an 
associated Coverage date range that defines the historical time period it covers, as 
well as a publication Date. Alternatively (or in addition), Coverage might be defined 
in terms of geographical locations that pertain to the content of the resource. The 
type might indicate a home page, research report, working paper, poem, or any of the 
media types listed above. The Format is used to identify software systems needed to 
run the resource. The Dublin Core does not impose any kind of vocabulary control or 
authority files: two different people might easily generate quite different descriptions 
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of the same resource. However, it is an evolving standard, and current work is aimed 
at specifying recommended sets of values for certain elements, as a way of 
encouraging uniformity. For example, the Library of Congress Subject Headings are 
encouraged as one way of specifying the Subject, along with some other 
classification standards such as the Library of Congress classification system and the 
Dewey Decimal classification. There are standard ways of encoding dates whose use 
is encouraged and ways of encoding languages too. 
Also, certain Dublin Core fields can be refined, and efforts are underway to 
standardize this. For example, the Date can be qualified as date created, date valid, 
date available, date issued, or date modified; multiple specifications are possible. The 
Description element can be couched as an abstract or a table of contents. Standard 
refinements of the Relation field include is version of, is part of, replaces, requires, 
references—along with the inverse relations [2]. 
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2.3 Mapping between Dublin Core AND Machine Readable Catalog  
 
The following table contains the mapping/ crosswalk between the fifteen elements in 
the Dublin Core Element Set and MARC 21 bibliographic data elements. This 
crosswalk may be used in conversion of metadata from DC into MARC. For 
conversion of MARC 21 into Dublin Core many fields may be mapped into a single 
DC element [3].The table (2.5) brings out a comparison between DC and MARC on 
the basis of selected criteria.  
 
DC is the natural successor to replace MARC. It is both user- and Web-friendly.  
Developed in part by the OCLC, it certainly hails from an authoritative source.  
Although it was originally intended to provide metadata for Internet resources and 
network- accessible materials, it can be adapted to incorporate a wide variety of 
library materials, thanks to its simple, repeatable set of 15 elements and optional 
qualifiers. It can potentially encode many new material formats as library collections 
evolve in the future.  
 
Other metadata initiatives are highly specialized and may not be as flexible. In the 
Information Age, libraries adapt new strategies to keep users from migrating to 
competing information centers, i.e., the Internet and large bookstores with café 
atmospheres. These new strategies inevitably involve moving away from traditional, 
system-oriented methods to embrace open, user-oriented approaches.  
Following this trend, one would think that libraries would eagerly move away from 
the system-oriented MARC21 and adopt user-friendly DC to electronically organize 
their surrogate records. However, since MARC has been the accepted OPAC 
standard for encoding metadata for the last three decades, it is unlikely to disappear 
soon. Getting libraries to adapt to computer automation was a very gradual process, 
and their complete transition from the Computer Age to the Information Age is liable 
to take some time. Nevertheless, any long term strategic planning for cataloging and 
technical services in libraries should make room for Dublin Core as MARC’s likely 
replacement [4].  
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Table (2.5) Mapping between DC AND MARC 21 
 
Criteria 
 
Dublin Core  
 
MARC 21 
Description  Simple Relatively complex 
Content designation 
 
Metadata are identified 
using the term <label> 
Metadata are identified 
using the term <tag>,  
<identifier> and <subfield 
code> 
 
Extensibility DC has now started adding 
another set of “qualifiers” 
to make DC more 
extendable to meet certain 
needs.  
This feature of 
development will add more 
complexity to DC and will 
perhaps make it look like 
MARC 21 under a different 
name. 
 
Extendable 
 
Corresponding 
fields 
 
DC does not have fields 
corresponding to many of 
the MARC 21 fields that 
are mentioned in the next 
column. 
Fields 006-019, 025-033, 
046-099, 210-243, 254-257, 
261-265, 300-307, 521-533, 
584-599,730-785, 790-852 
etc. are also used. This 
indicates the sophistication 
and the level of detailed 
offered by MARC. 
Derivative In DC “contributor” field is 
used to designate an entity 
responsible for making a 
contribution to the content 
of the resource. It covers 
the same element in MARC 
21 (author, title, etc.) 
In MARC 21 “contributor” 
is used in a specialized 
way. 
e.g. 700 1# $a Added entry- 
personal name 710 2# $a 
Added entry- corporate 
name, etc  
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Chapter 3 Software Engineering 
 
The economies of all developed nations are dependent on software. More and more 
systems are software controlled. Software engineering is concerned with theories, 
methods and tools for professional software development. Thus, the following 
sections discussed theories, methods and tools used to design digital library software. 
 
3.1 Personal Home Page (PHP)  
 
PHP is one of the projects of the Apache Software Foundation. (Refer to 
http://www.apache.org/.) PHP (recursive acronym for "Hypertext Preprocessor") is 
free and offered under an open source license. (This means that you can use it as you 
wish. The "license" really is only to cover commercial use of the code. For your own 
use, you don 't have to worry to about “license” at all, so you can download it and 
use it without any problem.) It is a widely-used general -purpose scripting language 
and interpreter that is especially used to create dynamic Web pages. It is commonly 
used to extract data out of a database and present it on the Web pages. It can be 
embedded into HTML. The statistics as of September, 2002 shows that PHP is being 
used in 9,458,364 Domains and 1,191,872 IP Addresses. (Statistics source: 
http://www.php.net/usage.php,Netcraf) PHP interpreter (or often called ‘parser’) 
generates HTML code within the Web server. Therefore, it does not consume CPU 
time or memory whereas, in CGI, another process is created and executed and it 
consumes a great deal of CPU time and memory. Before the page is sent to a user 
that has requested it, the Web server calls the PHP interpreter to parse the script and 
perform the operations called for in the PHP script. An HTML page that includes a 
PHP script is typically given a file name suffix of ".php" ".php3," or ".phtml". In an 
HTML document, PHP script (similar syntax to that of Perl or C) is enclosed within 
special PHP tags. Therefore, the author can jump in and out of PHP mode in an 
HTML file (similar to ASP and Cold Fusion) instead of having to rely on heavy 
amounts of code to output HTML. PHP-enabled web pages are treated just like 
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regular HTML pages and you can create and edit them the same way you normally 
create regular HTML pages. 
 
PHP does not require compilation. You can think of it as a normal HTML file which 
happens to have a set of special tags available to you that do a lot of interesting 
things. PHP can perform any task that any CGI program can do, but its strength lies 
in its compatibility with many types of databases. Also, PHP can talk across 
networks using IMAP, SNMP, NNTP, POP3, or TTP. Originally, CGI mechanisms 
were used to invoke and execute a PHP script. But now, there are many Web servers 
that support PHP, that is, have PHP-specific modules. In those cases, the PHP script 
can be handled directly by the web server, and you will not need to execute it using 
the CGI mechanisms. It is commonly used to extract data out of a database and 
present it on the Web page. In order to avoid confusion, here I would rather repeat 
the following. By the word “PHP”, three things are referred to. One is PHP scripting 
language, which can be embedded in HTML code. The second one is PHP interpreter 
module within a Web server. The third one is PHP as a whole environment 
(including both PHP scripting language and PHP interpreter) which helps implement 
dynamic features on the Web.  
 
3.1.1 Advantages of Using PHP 
 
The old fashioned approach to adding interactivity was to use CGI mechanism. The 
problem with CGI is that each new request requires the server to start a new process 
in the kernel, which uses both CPU time and memory, making CGI scripts much 
slower. This makes multiple concurrent CGI scripts run very slowly. PHP solves this 
problem by becoming a part of the Web server itself.  
 
Another reason to use PHP is because it's free. PHP is an Open Source solution, 
freely available for a wide variety of platforms. It is a full- featured environment that 
has been available for years and is in widespread use on the Web. Any user can 
download both the source code and executables and install them on their computer 
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for free. PHP is constantly being improved by many experienced programmers from 
all over the world. It is currently available for all major platforms. Therefore, i f 
you're on a tight budget, PHP is a fine alternative for building dynamic data-driven 
Web sites.  
 
PHP is easy. The language is a mixture of C and Perl, taking the best features from 
both. One of the strongest and most significant features of PHP is its native database 
support for a wide range of databases (MySQL, mSQL, Oracle, Sybase, Informix, 
Direct MS-SQL, PostgreSQL, Unix dbm, IBM DB2, dBase, InterBase, FrontBase, 
Ingres, Hyperwave, Adabas D, Solid, FilePro, Empress, Ovrimos, Velocis), which 
allows access to the databases directly through SQL statements. Additionally PHP 
supports ODBC, the Open Database Connection standard, so you can connect to any 
other database supporting this world standard.  
 
PHP can be used on all major operating systems, including Linux, many Unix 
variants (including HP-UX, Solaris and OpenBSD), Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, 
RISC OS, and probably others. PHP has also support for most of the Web servers 
today. This includes Apache, Microsoft Internet Information Server, Personal Web 
Server, Netscape and iPlanet servers, Oreilly Website Pro server, Caudium, Xitami, 
OmniHTTPd, and many others. The majority of the Web servers have a PHP 
interpreter module. However, on the other servers supporting the CGI standard, PHP 
can work as a CGI processor. Anyway, with PHP, you have ‘freedom of choice’ 
regarding an operating system and a Web server.  
 
PHP is mainly focused on server-side scripting, so you can do anything that any 
other CGI program can do, such as collect form data, generate dynamic Web page 
content, or send and receive cookies. PHP is also good at database access, disk 
access, networking, and text manipulation. 
1. Server-side scripting. This is the most traditional and main target field for 
PHP. You need three things to make this work. The PHP interpreter (as a 
server module or CGI), a Web server, and a Web browser. You need to run 
the Web server with PHP enabled.  
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2. Command line scripting. You can make a PHP script to run it without any 
server or browser. You only need the PHP interpreter to use it. This type of 
usage is ideal for scripts regularly executed using ‘cron’ (on UNIX or Linux) 
or Task Scheduler (on Windows). These scripts can also be used for simple 
text processing tasks.  
3. Writing client-side GUI applications. PHP is probably not the very best 
language to write windowing applications, but if you know PHP very well 
and would like to use some advanced PHP features in your client-side 
applications, you can also use PHP-GTK (an extension to PHP; not available 
in the main distribution) to write such programs.  
4. With PHP, you are not limited to output HTML. PHP's abilities include 
outputting images, PDF files, and even Flash movies. You can also output 
easily any text, such as XML file. 
5. PHP also has support for talking to other services using protocols such as 
LDAP, IMAP,SNMP, NNTP, POP3, HTTP, COM (on Windows) and 
countless others.  
3.2 MySQL DataBase  
 
MySQL is an open source relational database management system which is quite 
popular for light-weight web applications. Over the last few years, the product has 
also added some features which allow it to be used for larger business tools.   
1. Scalability and Flexibility 
The MySQL database server provides the ultimate in scalability, sporting the 
capacity to handle deeply embedded applications with a footprint of only 1MB to 
running massive data warehouses holding terabytes of information. Platform 
flexibility is a stalwart feature of MySQL with all flavors of Linux, UNIX, and 
Windows being supported. And, of course, the open source nature of MySQL allows 
complete customization for those wanting to add unique requirements to the database 
server.  
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2. High Performance 
A unique storage-engine architecture allows database professionals to configure the 
MySQL database server specifically for particular applications, with the end result 
being amazing performance results. Whether the intended application is a high-speed 
transactional processing system or a high-volume web site that services a billion 
queries a day, MySQL can meet the most demanding performance expectations of 
any system. With high-speed load utilities, distinctive memory caches, full text 
indexes, and other performance-enhancing mechanisms, MySQL offers all the right 
ammunition for today's critical business systems.  
3. High Availability  
Rock-solid reliability and constant availability are hallmarks of MySQL, with 
customers relying on MySQL to guarantee around-the-clock uptime. MySQL offers a 
variety of high-availability options from high-speed master/slave replication 
configurations, to specialized Cluster servers offering instant failover, to third party 
vendors offering unique high-availability solutions for the MySQL database server.  
4. Robust Transactional Support  
MySQL offers one of the most powerful transactional database engines on the 
market. Features include complete ACID (atomic, consistent, isolated, durable) 
transaction support, unlimited row-level locking, distributed transaction capability, 
and multi-version transaction support where readers never block writers and vice-
versa. Full data integrity is also assured through server-enforced referential integrity, 
specialized transaction isolation levels, and instant deadlock detection.  
 
5. Web and Data Warehouse Strengths 
MySQL is the de-facto standard for high-traffic web sites because of its high-
performance query engine, tremendously fast data insert capability, and strong 
support for specialized web functions like fast full text searches. These same 
strengths also apply to data warehousing environments where MySQL scales up into 
the terabyte range for either single servers or scale-out architectures. Other features 
like main memory tables, B-tree and hash indexes, and compressed archive tables 
that reduce storage requirements by up to eighty-percent make MySQL a strong 
standout for both web and business intelligence applications.  
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6. Strong Data Protection  
Because guarding the data assets of corporations is the number one job of database 
professionals, MySQL offers exceptional security features that ensure absolute data 
protection. In terms of database authentication, MySQL provides powerful 
mechanisms for ensuring only authorized users have entry to the database server, 
with the ability to block users down to the client machine level being possible. SSH 
and SSL support are also provided to ensure safe and secure connections. A granular 
object privilege framework is present so that users only see the data they should, and 
powerful data encryption and decryption functions ensure that sensitive data is 
protected from unauthorized viewing. Finally, backup and recovery utilities provided 
through MySQL and third party software vendors allow for complete logical and 
physical backup as well as full and point-in-time recovery.  
7. Comprehensive Application Development 
One of the reasons MySQL is the world's most popular open source database is that 
it provides comprehensive support for every application development need. Within 
the database, support can be found for stored procedures, triggers, functions, views, 
cursors, ANSI-standard SQL, and more. For embedded applications, plug-in libraries 
are available to embed MySQL database support into nearly any application. MySQL 
also provides connectors and drivers (ODBC, JDBC, etc.) that allow all forms of 
applications to make use of MySQL as a preferred data management server. It 
doesn't matter if it's PHP, Perl, Java, Visual Basic, or .NET, MySQL offers 
application developers everything they need to be successful in building database-
driven information systems.  
 
8. Management Ease  
MySQL offers exceptional quick-start capability with the average time from software 
download to installation completion being less than fifteen minutes. This rule holds 
true whether the platform is Microsoft Windows, Linux, Macintosh, or UNIX. Once 
installed, self-management features like automatic space expansion, auto-restart, and 
dynamic configuration changes take much of the burden off already overworked 
database administrators. MySQL also provides a complete suite of graphical 
management and migration tools that allow a DBA to manage, troubleshoot, and 
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control the operation of many MySQL servers from a single workstation. Many third 
party software vendor tools are also available for MySQL that handle tasks ranging 
from data design and ETL, to complete database administration, job management, 
and performance monitoring.  
9. Open Source Freedom and 24 x 7 Support  
Many corporations are hesitant to fully commit to open source software because they 
believe they can't get the type of support or professional service safety nets they 
currently rely on with proprietary software to ensure the overall success of their key 
applications. The questions of indemnification come up often as well. These worries 
can be put to rest with MySQL as complete around-the-clock support as well as 
indemnification is available through MySQL Enterprise. MySQL is not a typical 
open source project as all the software is owned and supported by Oracle, and 
because of this, a unique cost and support model are available that provides a unique 
combination of open source freedom and trusted software with support.  
10. Lowest Total Cost of Ownership  
By migrating current database-drive applications to MySQL, or using MySQL for 
new development projects, corporations are realizing cost savings that many times 
stretch into seven figures. Accomplished through the use of the MySQL database 
server and scale-out architectures that utilize low-cost commodity hardware, 
corporations are finding that they can achieve amazing levels of scalability and 
performance, all at a cost that is far less than those offered by proprietary and scale-
up software vendors. In addition, the reliability and easy maintainability of MySQL 
means that database administrators don't waste time troubleshooting performance or 
downtime issues, but instead 
 
3.3 Database Modeling in UML 
 
When it comes to providing reliable, flexible and efficient object persistence for 
software systems, today's designers and architects are faced with many choices. 
From the technological perspective, the choice is usually between pure Object-
Oriented, Object- Relational hybrids, pure Relational and custom solutions based on 
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open or proprietary file formats (eg. XML, OLE structured storage). From the vendor 
aspect Oracle, IBM, Microsoft ، POET and others offer similar but often-
incompatible solutions. 
 
This article is about only one of those choices, that is the layering of an object-
oriented class model on top of a purely relational database. This is not to imply this is 
the only, best or simplest solution, but pragmatically it is one of the most common, 
and one that has the potential for the most misuse. We will begin with a quick tour of 
the two design domains we are trying to bridge: firstly the object-oriented class 
model as represented in the UML, and secondly the relational database model. For 
each domain we look only at the main features that will affect our task. We will then 
look at the techniques and issues involved in mapping from the class model to the 
database model, including object persistence, object behavior, relationships between 
objects and object identity. We will conclude with a review of the UML Data Profile 
(as proposed by Rational Software.(Some familiarity with object-oriented design, 
UML and relational database modeling is assumed. 
3.3.1 The Class Model 
 
The Class Model in the UML is the main artifact produced to represent the logical 
structure of a software system. It captures the both the data requirements and the 
behavior of objects within the model domain. The techniques for discovering and 
elaborating that model are outside the scope of this article, so we will assume the 
existence of a well designed class model that requires mapping onto a relational 
database. The class is the basic logical entity in the UML. It defines both the data and 
the behavior of a structural unit. A class is a template or model from which instances 
or objects are created at run time. When we develop a logical model such as a 
structural hierarchy in UML we explicitly deal with classes. When we work with 
dynamic diagrams, such as sequence diagrams and collaborations, we work with 
objects or instances of classes and their inter-actions at run-time. 
The principal of data hiding or encapsulation is based on localization of effect. A 
class has internal data elements that it is responsible for. Access to these data 
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elements should be through the class's exposed behavior or interface. Adherence to 
this principal results in more maintainable code. 
 
Behavior 
Behavior is captured in the class model using the operations that are defined for the 
class. Operations may be externally visible (public), visible to children (protected) or 
hidden (private). By combining hidden data with a publicly accessible interface and 
hidden or protected data manipulation, a class designer can create highly 
maintainable structural units that support rather than hinder change. 
Relationships and Identity 
Association is a relationship between 2 classes indicating that at least one side of the 
relationship knows about and somehow uses or manipulates the other side. This 
relationship may by functional (do something for me) or structural (be something for 
me). For this article it is the structural relationship that is most interesting: for 
example an Address class may be associated with a Person class. The mapping of 
this relationship into the relational data space requires some care. Aggregation is a 
form of association that implies the collection of one class of objects within another. 
Composition is a stronger form of aggregation that implies one object is actually 
composed of others. Like the association relationship, this implies a complex class 
attribute that requires careful consideration in the process of mapping to the 
relational domain. While a class represents the template or model from which many 
object instances may be created, an object at run time requires some means of 
identifying itself such that associated objects may act upon the correct object 
instance. In a programming language like C++, object pointers may be passed around 
and held to allow objects access to a unique object instance. 
Often though, an object will be destroyed and require that it be recreated as it was 
during its last active instance. These objects require a storage mechanism to save 
their internal state and associations into and to retrieve that state as required .
Inheritance provides the class model with a means of factoring out common behavior 
into generalized classes that then act as the ancestors of many variations on a 
common theme . 
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Inheritance is a means of managing both re-use and complexity. As we will see, the 
relational model has no direct counterpart of inheritance, which creates a dilemma 
for the data modeler mapping an object model onto a relational framework. 
Navigation from one object at run time to another is based on absolute references. 
One object has some form of link (a pointer or unique object ID) with which to 
locate or re-create the required object. 
 
3.3.2 The Relational Model 
The relational data model has been around for many years and has a proven track 
record of providing performance and flexibility. It is essentially set based and has as 
its fundamental unit the 'table', which is composed of a set of one or more 'columns', 
each of which contains a data element. 
Tables and Columns 
A relational table is collection of one or more columns each of which has a unique 
name within the table construct. Each column is defined to be of a certain basic data 
type, such as a number, text or binary data. A table definition is a template from 
which table rows are created, each row being an instance of a possible table instance. 
Public Data Access 
The relational model only offers a public data access model. All data is equally 
exposed and open to any process to update, query or manipulate it. Information 
hiding is unknown. 
Behavior 
The behavior associated with a table is usually based on the business or logical rules 
applied to that entity. Constraints may be applied to columns in the form of 
uniqueness requirements, relational integrity constraints to other tables/rows, 
allowable values and data types. Triggers provide some additional behavior that can 
be associated with an entity. Typically this is used to enforce data integrity before or 
after updates, inserts and deletes. 
Database stored procedures provide a means of extending database functionality 
through proprietary language extensions used to construct functional units (scripts). 
These functional procedures do not map directly to entities, nor have a logical 
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relationship to them. Navigation through relational data sets is based on row traversal 
and table joins. SQL is the primary language used to select rows and locate instances 
from a table set. Relationships and Identity The primary key of a table provides the 
unique identifying value for a particular row. There are two kinds of primary key that 
we are interested in: firstly the meaningful key, made up of data columns which have 
a meaning within the business domain, and second the abstract unique identifier, 
such as a counter value, which have no business meaning but uniquely identify a 
row. We will discuss this and the implications of meaningful keys later. A table may 
contain columns that map to the primary key of another table. This relationship 
between tables defines a foreign key and implies a structural relationship or 
association between the two tables. 
3.4 Importing and Exporting 
  
If documents are the digital library’s basic building blocks, markup and metadata are 
its basic elements of organization. Markup is used to specify the structure of 
individual documents and control how they look when presented to the user. 
Metadata is used to expedite access to relevant parts of the collection through 
searching and browsing. Part of the job of markup is to identify metadata. Markup 
controls two complementary aspects of an electronic document: structure and 
appearance. Structural markup makes certain aspects of the document structure 
explicit: typically section divisions, headings, subsection structure, enumerated and 
bulleted lists, emphasized and quoted text, footnotes, tabular material, and so on; 
these structural items can be considered metadata for the document. Appearance is 
controlled by presentation or formatting markup which dictates how the document 
appears typographically: page size, page headers and footers, fonts, line spacing, how 
section headers look, where figures appear, and so on. Structure and appearance are 
related by the design of the document, that is, a catalog—often called a style sheet—
of how each structural item should be presented. 
 
There is a strong link between structure and presentation: both are intended to aid the 
reader’s comprehension “to the maximum.” However, sometimes the author’s 
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requirements for certain elements of a document violate the usual distinction between 
form and content, or physical and logical structure. For example, eyecatching posters 
reflect the content in the structure to produce an attractive, evocative, and 
informative whole. Sometimes the medium is a goodly part of the message. 
 
It can be difficult to divorce content from presentation—the message from the 
medium. Particularly in these days of electronic publishing, authors become fond of 
determining exactly how their work is presented on the page or screen. To them, 
editors and collection-builders seem inordinately obsessed with uniformity, seeking a 
Procrustean mold into which all documents must fit. We see the tension between the 
two points of view in this chapter in the development of HTML and the emergence 
of style sheets and XML.  
 
3.4.1 Hypertext markup language (HTML) 
 
HTML, or the Hypertext Markup Language, is the underlying document format of 
the World Wide Web, which makes it a baseline for interactive viewing. Like all 
major document formats, it has undergone growing pains, and its history reflects the 
anarchy that characterized the Web’s evolution. Since the conception of HTML in 
1989, its development has been driven by software vendors who compete for the 
Web browser market by inventing new features to make their product distinctive—
the “browser wars.” 
 
Many new features play on people’s desires to exert more control over how their 
documents appear. To take a simple example, who gets to control font attributes such 
as typeface and size—writer or reader? (If you think this is a rather trivial issue, 
imagine what it means for the visually disabled.) Allowing authors to dictate details 
of how their documents appear conflicts sharply with the original vision for HTML, 
which divorced document structure from presentation and left decisions about 
rendering documents to the browser itself. It makes the pages less predictable 
because viewing platforms may differ in the support they provide. For example, in 
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HTML text can be marked up as “emphasized,” and while it is common practice to 
render such items in italics, there is no requirement to follow this convention: 
boldface would convey the same intention. 
 
Out of the maelstrom an HTML standard has emerged. Consolidated through 
successive versions, the situation continues to develop. In this section we describe 
the HTML language. The story is continued in the next section when we present the 
background to XML [2].  
 
Basic HTML 
Modern markup languages use words enclosed in angle brackets as tags to annotate 
text. For example, <title>A really exciting story</title> defines the title of an HTML 
document. In HTML, tag names are case insensitive. For each tag the language 
defines a “closing” version, which gives the tag name preceded by a slash character 
(/). However, closing tags in certain situations can be omitted—a practice that some 
decry as impure while others endorse as legitimate shorthand. For example, <p> is 
used to mark up paragraphs, and subsequent <p>s are assumed to automatically end 
the previous paragraph—no intervening </p> is necessary. The shortcut is only 
possible because nesting a paragraph within a paragraph—the only other plausible 
interpretation on encountering the second <p>—is invalid in HTML. Opening tags 
can include a list of qualifiers known as attributes. These have the form 
name="value". For example, <img src="gsdl.gif" width="537" height="17"> 
specifies an image with a given source file name (gsdl.gif) and given dimensions 
(537 × 17 pixels). Because the language uses characters such as <, >, and " as special 
markers, a way is needed to display these characters literally. In HTML these 
characters are represented as special forms called entities and given names like &lt; 
for “less than” (<) and &gt; for “greater than” (>). This convention makes ampersand 
(&) into a special character, which is displayed by &amp; when it appears literally in 
documents. The semicolon needs no such treatment because its literal use and its use 
as a terminator are syntactically distinct. The same kind of special form is used for 
characters in extended fonts, such as &egrave [2]. 
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Using HTML in a digital library 
 
As the lingua franca for the Web, HTML underpins virtually all digital library 
interfaces. Moreover, digital library source documents are often presented in HTML 
form. To extract text from HTML documents for indexing purposes, the obvious 
strategy of parsing them according to a well-defined grammar quickly runs into 
difficulty. The permissive nature of Web browsers encourages authors to depart from 
the defined standard. A better way to identify and remove tags is to write them in the 
form of “regular expressions” (a scheme described in the next section), and this 
generally achieves greater success for less effort. An alternative is to use the very 
kind of application that caused the complication in the first place: Web browsers. 
The plain text browser lynx provides a fast and reliable method of extracting text 
from HTML documents—you give it a command line argument (dump) and a URL, 
and it dumps out the contents of that URL in the form of plain text. However, the 
mechanism it provides is rather limited. For one thing, you might hesitate before 
tampering with source documents by inserting new metadata (perhaps determined 
separately, perhaps mined from the document content) in this way. When developing 
a digital library you need to consider whether it is wise to add new information that 
cannot be disentangled from that present in the source document, or whether it is 
acceptable to serve up an altered version in place of the original [2]. 
3.4.2 Extensible markup language (XML) 
 
During the 1970s and 1980s a generalized system for structural markup was 
developed called the Standard Generalized Markup Language or SGML; it was 
ratified as an ISO international standard in 1986. SGML is not a markup language 
but a meta-language for describing markup formats. It is popular among large 
organizations such as government offices and the military. However, it is rather 
intricate, and it has proven difficult to develop flexible software tools for the fully 
blown standard. This fact was the catalyst for the “extensible markup language,” 
XML. XML is a simplified version of SGML designed specifically for 
interoperability over the Web. Informally speaking it is a dialect of SGML, whereas 
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HTML is an example of a markup language that SGML can describe. It provides a 
flexible way of characterizing document structure and metadata, making it well 
suited to digital libraries. It has achieved widespread use in an astonishingly short 
stretch of time. 
 
XML has strict syntactic conventions that make it impossible for it to describe 
ancient forms of HTML exactly. The differences expose parts of the early 
specifications that were loosely formed—ones that cause difficulty when parsing and 
processing documents. However, with a little trickery—for example, judicious 
placement of white space—it is possible to generate an XML specification of an 
extremely close approximation to HTML. Put another way, you can take advantage 
of HTML’s sloppy specification to produce files that are valid XML. Such files have 
twin virtues: they can be viewed in any Web browser, and they can be parsed and 
processed by XML tools [9]. 
 
Development of markup and style-sheet languages 
Web culture has advanced at an extraordinary pace, creating a melee of incremental 
and at times conflicting—additions and revisions to HTML, XML, and related 
standards. Figure 4.1 summarizes the main developments by year. Although it has 
been retrospectively fitted with XML descriptions, HTML was created before XML 
was conceived and drew on the more general expressive capabilities of SGML. It 
was also forged in the heat of the browser wars, in which Web browsers sprouted a 
proliferation of innovative nonstandard features that vendors thought would make 
their products more appealing. As a result browsers became forgiving: they process 
files that flagrantly violate SGML syntax [9].  
 
One example is tag scope overlap—writing <i>one <b>two </i>three </b> to 
produce one two three—despite SGML’s requirement that tags be strictly nested. 
During subsequent attempts at standardization, more tags were added that control 
typeface and layout, features deliberately excluded from HTML’s original design. 
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Fig.(3.1) The relationship between XML, SGML, and HTML. 
 
The notion of style sheets was introduced to resolve the conflict between presentation 
and structure by moving formatting and layout specifications to a separate file. They 
purify the HTML markup to reflect, once again, nothing but document structure. 
Different documents can share a uniform appearance by adopting the same style 
sheet. Equally, different style sheets can be associated with the same document. Style 
sheets specify a sequence—a cascade—of inherited stylistic properties and are 
dubbed cascading style sheets. Cascading style sheets were first specified in 1996, 
quickly followed by an expanded backward-compatible version two years later. Style 
sheets can be adapted to different media by including formatting commands that are 
grouped together and associated with a given medium—screen, print, projector, 
handheld device, and so on. Guided by the user (or otherwise), applications that 
process the document use the relevant set of style commands. A Web browser might 
choose screen for online display but switch to print when rendering the document in 
PostScript. HTML version 4 promotes the use of style sheets. Moreover, it 
encourages them by officially deprecating formatting tags and other elements that 
affect presentation rather than structure. This is accomplished through three 
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subcategories to the standard. Strict HTML excludes all frameset commands and all 
deprecated tags and elements listed in the standard. Layout is expressed only through 
style sheets. Transitional HTML shuns framesets but allows deprecated commands. 
Style sheets are the principal way of specifying layout, but deprecated commands 
may also be included to provide compatibility with older browsers. Frameset HTML 
permits both frameset commands and deprecated tags and elements. HTML 4 files 
declare their subcategory at the start of the document. The format also adds improved 
support for multidirectional text (not just left to right) and enhancements for 
improved access by people with disabilities. 
 
With the emergence of XML, an HTML subset called XHTML has been defined that 
obeys the stricter syntactic rules imposed by the XML meta-language. For instance, 
tags in XML are case sensitive, so XHTML tags and attributes are defined to be 
lowercase. Attributes within a tag must be enclosed in quotes. Each opening tag must 
be balanced by a corresponding closing tag (or be a single tag that combines opening 
and closing, with its own special syntax). The power and flexibility of XML is 
further increased by related standards. Three are given in Figure 4.1 (there are 
others). The “extensible style-sheet language” XSL represents a more sophisticated 
approach than cascading style sheets: it can also transform data. The “XML linking 
language” XLink provides a more powerful method for connecting resources than 
HTML hyperlinks: it has bidirectional links, can link more than two entities, and 
associates metadata with links. Finally, XML Schema provides a rich mechanism for 
combining components and controlling the overall structure, attributes, and data 
types used in a document. In this chapter we concentrate on the XML extensions that 
yield presentation capabilities comparable to HTML [9].  
 
From a technical standpoint it is easier to work with XHTML and its siblings than 
HTML because they conform more strictly to a defined syntax and are therefore 
easier to parse. In reality, however, digital libraries have to handle legacy material 
gracefully. Today’s browsers do in fact cope remarkably well with the wide range of 
HTML files: they take backward compatibility to impressive levels. To help promote 
standardization a software utility called HTML Tidy converts older formats. The 
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process is largely automatic, but human intervention may be required if files deviate 
radically from recognized norms. 
 
The XML meta-language Figure 4.2 shows an example that encodes a formatted list 
of information about United Nations agencies in XML. For each agency the file 
records its full name, an optional abbreviation, and the URL of a photograph of its 
headquarters. 
 
Included with the name is the address of the headquarters, stored as an attribute. The 
file contains three broad sections, separated by comments in the form <!-- . . . -->. 
Line 1 is a header: it uses the special notation <? . . . ?> to denote an application-
processing instruction. This syntax originates in SGML, which uses it to embed 
information for specific application programs that process the document. Here it is 
used to declare the version of XML, the character encoding (UTF-8), and whether or 
not external files are used. Lines 5 to 19 dictate the syntactic structure in which the 
remainder of the file is expressed, in the form of a Document Type Definition 
(DTD). Lines 21 to 44 provide the content of the document. 
 
The style of the content section is reminiscent of HTML. The tag specifications have 
the same syntactic conventions, and many tags are identical—examples are <Head>, 
<Title>, and <Body>. However, in lines 27 to 40 the markup forms structures that 
HTML cannot represent. Being a meta-language, XML gives document designers a 
great deal of freedom. Here the designer has chosen to make the main document 
structure resemble HTML, but there is no requirement to do so. Not only could one 
choose different tag names, but different ways could be used to express the 
information. For example, Figure 4.2 gives the headquarters address as the hq 
attribute of the <Name> tag. Instead a new tag pair could have been defined to 
contain this information. It could be forced to appear immediately following the 
<Name> element, or left optional, or sited anywhere within the <Agency> element. 
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Fig.(3.2) Sample XML document. 
 
Such structural decisions are recorded in the DTD (lines 5–19). DTD tags use the 
special syntax <! . . . > and express keywords in block capitals. For example, 
ELEMENT and ATTLIST are used to define tags and tag attributes. Our document 
designer decided to capitalize the initial letter of all document tags and leave 
attributes in lowercase. This improves the legibility of Figure 4.2 considerably. Line 
5 starts the DTD, and the square bracket syntax [ . . . ] indicates that the DTD will 
appear in-line. (It must, for line 1 declared that the file stands alone.) Alternatively 
the DTD can be placed in an external file, referred to by a URL and this is normally 
desirable in practice. 
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New elements are introduced in lines 6 to 11 by the keyword ELEMENT, followed 
by the new tag name and a description of what the element may contain. A leaf is an 
element that comprises plain text, with no markup. This is accomplished through 
parsed character data and declared as #PCDATA. Despite its primitive nature, 
special characters may be included. For example, when the <Title> tag defined on 
line 10 is used, any of the special markup characters may appear in the title’s text. 
These are encoded in the familiar HTML way—&lt; &amp; and so on. (This 
convention originated in SGML.) Lines 6 to 9 describe nonleaf structures. These are 
defined in a form known as a regular expression. Here a comma signifies an ordered 
sequence: line 6 declares that the top-level element <NGODoc> contains a <Head> 
element followed by a <Body> element. A vertical bar (|) represents a choice of one 
element from a sequence of named elements, and an asterisk (*) indicates zero or 
more occurrences. Thus <Body> (line 8) is a mixture of parsed character data and 
<Agency> elements where it is permissible for nothing at all to appear. A plus (+) 
means one or more occurrences, and a question mark (?) signifies either nothing or 
just one occurrence. Line 9 includes all four symbols, |, *, +, and ?: it declares that 
<Agency> must include a name element, but that <Abbrev> is optional and there can 
be zero or more occurrences of <Photo> (the example is contrived: there are more 
concise ways of expressing the same thing). The inner pair of brackets to the 
expression bind these last two tags together, adding the extra stipulation that there 
must be one or more occurrences of these <Abbrev> and <Photo> options. 
Attributes also give a set of possible values, but here there is no nesting. Lines 12 
and 13 show an example. The attribute is signaled by the keyword ATTLIST, 
followed by the element to which it applies (Name), the attribute’s name (hq), its 
type (character data), and any appearance restrictions (this one is optional). Lines 16 
to 18 show another example, which introduces two attributes of the element Photo. 
Line 17 states that the src attribute is required, while line 18 provides a default value 
(namely “A photo”) for the desc attribute. 
 
In addition to &t; and &amp; XML incorporates definitions for &gt; &apos; and 
&quot;. These are called entities, and new ones can be added in the DTD using the 
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syntax ENTITY name "value". For instance, although XML does not have a 
definition for à as HTML does, one can be defined by <!ENTITY agrave "&#224;">, 
which relies on the Unicode standard for the numeric value. Entities are not restricted 
to single characters, but can be used for any excerpt of text (even if it is marked up).  
If several elements were to share exactly the same attributes, it would be tedious (and 
error-prone) to repeat the attribute definitions in each element. In XML this can be 
handled using a special type of entity known as a parameter entity. To illustrate it, 
Figure 4.3 shows a modified and slightly restructured version of the DTD in Figure 
4.2 that defines two attributes ident and style under  the name sharedattrib (lines 3–
5), which is  
 
Fig.(3.3) Sample DTD using a parameterized entity. 
 
 
then used to bestow these attributes on the <Title>, <Abbrev>, and <Name> elements 
(lines 11–14). Parameter entities are signaled using the percent symbol (%) and 
provide a form of shorthand for use within a DTD. 
 
Declaring the shared attribute style as NMTOKEN (line 4) restricts this attribute’s 
characters to alphanumeric characters plus period (.), colon (:), hyphen (-), and 
underscore (_), where the first character must be a letter. Its twin ident is defined as 
ID (line 5), which is the same as NMTOKEN with the additional constraint that no 
two such attributes in the document can have the same value. ID therefore provides a 
mechanism for uniquely identifying its elements. The concept is already present in 
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HTML for any attribute with the particular name id. In XML uniqueness can be 
bestowed on any attribute, whatever its name—such as ident. 
 
DTD syntax also supports enumerated types, although none are present in the 
example. It is also permissible to have lists of tokens separated by white space 
(NMTOKENS) and attributes that are references to ID attributes (IDREF).  
Parsing XML 
A document that conforms to XML syntax but does not supply a DTD is said to be 
well formed. One that conforms to XML syntax and does supply a DTD is said to be 
valid—providing the content does indeed abide by the syntactic constraints defined 
in the DTD. It is also possible to store a DTD externally, replacing the bracketed 
section in lines 5 to 19 of Figure 4.2 by a URL. This allows documents of the same 
structure to be shared within an organization or, if the DTD is publicly available, 
between organizations. 
 
XML allows you to define new languages. It is easy to develop parsers for them. 
Moreover, because of the syntactic constraints imposed by XML, generic parsers are 
available that are capable of parsing any XML file. If a DTD is present, such parsers 
can also check that the file is valid. However, merely parsing a document even with 
respect to a DTD—is of limited utility. The result of a parser is just a yes/no 
indication of whether the document conforms to the general rules of XML or not (or 
the more specific DTD or not). Far more useful would be a way of specifying what 
the generic parser should do with the data it is processing. This is arranged by having 
the generic tool build a parse tree and providing a programming interface—
commonly called an API or “application program interface”—that lets the user 
traverse the tree and retrieve the data it contains. 
 
The result of parsing any XML file is a root node whose descendants reflect both text 
content and nested tags. At each tag’s node are stored the values of the tag’s 
attributes. There is a cross-platform and cross-language API called the document 
object model (DOM) which allows you to write programs that access and modify the 
document’s content, structure, and style. The XML language includes defaults, so 
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that if a particular value is missing, the standard describes what value it should take. 
For example, if no encoding is mentioned in the XML header declaration line, UTF-8 
is assumed [9]. 
 
Using XML in a digital library 
 
XML is a powerful tool. It allows file formats within an organization, such as a 
digital library, to be rationalized and shared. Alongside any material they publish, 
organizations can provide an explanation of the structures used in the form of a DTD. 
Different organizations can develop comprehensive formats for sharing information 
by formulating appropriate DTDs. A notable example is the Text Encoding Initiative 
(TEI), founded in 1987, which developed a set of DTDs for representing scholarly 
texts in the humanities and social sciences. SGML was the implementation 
backbone, but the work has since been reconciled with XML. These DTDs are 
widely used by universities, museums, and commercial organizations to represent 
museum and archival information, classical and medieval works, dictionaries and 
lexicographies, religious tracts, legal documents, and many other forms of writing. 
Examples are legion. The Oxford Text Archive is a nonprofit group that has provided 
long-term storage and maintenance of electronic texts for scholars over the last 
quarter-century. Perseus is a pioneering digital library project, dating from 1985, that 
focuses upon the ancient Greek world. Der Junge Goethe in Seiner Zeit is a 
collection of early works—poems, essays, legal writings, and letters—by the great 
German writer Johann von Goethe (1749–1832). The Japanese Text Initiative is a 
collaborative project that makes available a steadily increasing set of Japanese 
literature, accompanied by English, French, and German translations. Various related 
standards increase XML’s power and expand its applicability. Used on its own, XML 
provides a syntax for expressing structural information, or metadata. But recall that 
whether information is metadata or not is really a matter of perspective. Combined 
with additional standards, XML goes much further: it supports document 
restructuring, querying, information extraction, and formatting. The next section 
expands on the formatting standards, which equip XML with display capabilities 
comparable with HTML [9]. 
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3.5 Z39.50 Protocol 
 
Z39.50 is an international standard protocol used by networked computer systems for 
information retrieval. It enables information seekers to search different systems on a 
network or the Internet through the use of a single user interface. Software and 
system vendors offer access to information from a diversity of unique systems with 
different hardware, software, interfaces, and database search commands. 
Compounding matters for the information seeker, the Internet provides access to a 
mind-boggling array of databases that grows daily. The challenge for users becomes 
how to find the right information painlessly amidst this vast array. The goal of 
Z39.50 is to reduce the complexity and difficulties of searching and retrieving 
information. Z39.50 makes it easier to use the wealth of information resources on the 
Internet. When using Z39.50-enabled systems, a user in one system can search for 
electronic information in another system without having to know how that system 
works.  
 
Z39.50 operates in a client/server environment, acting as a common language that all 
Z39.50-enabled systems can understand. It is an Esperanto-like language that bridges 
the many “languages and dialects” that different information systems “speak.” For 
Z39.50 communication and interoperation to take place, both the client and the 
server must be able to speak the Z39.50 language. Most Z39.50 implementations use 
the standard TCP/IP Internet communications protocol to connect the systems and 
Z39.50-compliant software to translate between them for search and retrieval. To the 
users this all happens behind the scenes; they simply see their familiar search and 
display interface. To achieve this interoperability, Z39.50 standardizes the messages 
that clients and servers use for communication, regardless of what underlying 
software, systems, or platform are used. Z39.50 supports open systems, which means 
it is nonproprietary, or vendor independent. 
 
A client system that implements the Z39.50 protocol allows communication with 
diverse servers, and a server system that implements the protocol is searchable by 
clients developed by different vendors. Without having to know how the server 
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works, the user performs a search through the Z39.50 interface on the client. Z39.50 
governs how the client translates the search into a standard format for sending to the 
server. After receiving the search, the server uses Z39.50 rules to translate the search 
into a format recognized by the local database, performs the search, and returns the 
results to the user’s client. The client’s user interface software processes the results 
returned via Z39.50 with the goal of displaying them as closely as possible to the 
way records are displayed in the user’s local system [11]. 
3.5.1 Solutions and Benefits of Z39.50 
 
Originally Z39.50 was designed to help with searching very large bibliographic 
databases like those of OCLC and the Library of Congress. Today Z39.50 is used for 
a wide range of library functions that involve database searching, from cataloging to 
interlibrary loan to reference. With the rapid growth of the Internet, the Z39.50 
standard has become widely accepted as a solution to the challenge of retrieving 
multimedia information including text, images, and digitized documents. Z39.50 is 
being used to access, for example, museum data, government information, and 
geospatial data. It can also be used to search the online databases and CD-ROMs that 
vendor develop according to a variety of design schemes. Without having to learn 
each system, users can search those databases with a single Z39.50 client, even 
though each uses a different hardware and software configuration, stores different 
types of data, and has different internal search logic. 
 
Seamless access 
This seamless access to multiple, diverse databases through a single interface is 
Z39.50’s greatest benefit. Adding Z39.50 standard operability to an information 
system allows information systems to retain their uniqueness while providing a 
uniform interface to information seekers. Libraries can adopt a single standardized 
interface for their patrons to access the library’s catalog, purchased CDROMs, 
subscriptions to online databases, and Internet resources. Data from a variety of 
sources can be extracted to a common format for offline use or import into a local 
database. 
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Resource sharing 
Z39.50 can encourage resource sharing on a broad scale. In the library community, 
for example, Z39.50 supports:  
• Broadcast searching of library catalogs located on the Internet 
anywhere in the world, 
• Interlibrary loan through Z39.50’s standardized approach for 
delivering holdings information, and  Online item ordering and 
document delivery. 
 
A significant number of library catalogs are already available for Z39.50 searching 
through links from the Library of Congress, with more becoming available all the 
time. And as more organizations create networked access to digitized electronic 
collections, resource sharing is taking on new meaning beyond identification of 
physical documents and books for interlibrary loan. 
Increased productivity 
Because the search interfaces of different systems are transparent, users no longer 
need to master how to use each database, avoiding a potentially steep learning curve. 
Staff training time can be reduced for functions that require database searching, such 
as cataloging, acquisitions, and interlibrary loan. Easier access to electronic resources 
reduces all users’ time spent in searching for relevant information. 
3.5.2 Z39.50 Globally 
 
Z39.50 is recognized worldwide as the international standard for networked 
information search and retrieval. The convergence of Z39.50 and ISO 23950 has 
resulted in a global standard with extensive support for multiple languages and 
character sets. The Z39.50 Maintenance Agency makes available a wide range of 
information about worldwide project implementation activities, including library 
automation systems and Z39.50 clients for access to reference databases, commercial 
applications, and important national and international government initiatives. In 
North America and internationally, many library software vendors, bibliographic 
utilities, commercial sector, and government organizations have adopted Z39.50 
functionality in their products. Some 67 organizations have registered as official 
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Z39.50 implementers. Likewise, the number of independent developers of Z39.50 
client and server software products and Z39.50 solutions for information and 
metadata management is growing. The broad range of accessible information 
includes:  
• Bibliographic data 
• Government information 
• Scientific and technical data 
• Geospatial data 
• Thesauri and other taxonomies 
• Digital library collections 
• Arts and humanities data 
• Museum information 
 
Certainly, libraries have been central to the spread of Z39.50 technologies to provide 
access to databases and catalogs. Increasingly, large-scale applications of Z39.50 
functionality support access to information for users of entire library networks and 
consortia. For example, the Georgia statewide virtual library initiative, GALILEO, 
provides web access to hundreds of databases and information resources through a 
single interface to Z39.50-accessible databases. In a similar venture, the California 
State University created a statewide system called Pharos, based on the web and 
Z39.50, that allows CSU users anywhere to search for and retrieve a wide variety of 
information through a single interface. Users may also access information via Z39.50 
“Z-client” applications such as Bookwhere and Endnote. These standalone Z39.50 
clients allow users to search and retrieve records from Z39.50 databases hosted on 
the Internet. Records can be retrieved in a variety of formats and imported into other 
applications [11]. 
 
For example librarians can retrieve records in MARC format to load into a local 
catalog; a researcher can request records in a reference format for import into a 
bibliography manager [11]. 
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3.5.3 Z39.50 Features 
 
The basic function of Z39.50 is to negotiate a connection between the client and 
server on two systems, execute a search, and return the formatted results to the user’s 
screen. In a Z39.50 session, the Z39.50 client software that initiates a request for the 
user is known as the Origin. The Z39.50 server software system that responds to the 
Origin’s request is called the Target.  
Facilities 
Z39.50 groups together certain protocol devices that support certain tasks (e.g., 
negotiating a session, communicating a search, and requesting retrieval records) into 
Facilities.  The Initialization Facility allows the Origin (client) and Target (server) 
to negotiate and establish a Z39.50 search session, known as a Z- Association. This 
facility establishes the rules by which the client and server will operate. Establishing 
the rules involves sharing information about the version of the protocol being used 
by client and server, default character set, size and limits on records to be transferred, 
and other Z39.50 features, e.g., sorting, browsing, and deleting result sets. 
The Search Facility allows the user to formulate a search query using an interface 
format familiar to the user. Z39.50 provides a rich vocabulary for expressing search 
queries. The user may identify specific fields to search (i.e., access points) and may 
create complex searches using Boolean operators, truncation, and other advanced 
searching techniques. Any given search term (e.g., word, phrase, or exact title) is 
characterized by attributes. Values from these attribute sets communicate to the 
server how it is to treat the term in the query (e.g., find the term “Twain” in author 
fields). Z39.50 also supports the maintaining of multiple search results and 
combining the results of those searches.  
The Present Facility allows the user to request that some or all of the records 
identified as meeting the search criteria be transmitted from the server to the client. 
This facility also supports selection of data elements to include and format for 
transferring the records. 
Other Z39.50 Facility protocols exist to support such features as: 
•    Sort the results as specified by the user. 
•    Delete search results, either entirely or for specified records. 
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•    Scan (browse) through index lists of items such as subject terms, titles, author 
names, and other database fields. 
•    Access Control through authentication and passwords. 
•    Resource Control and termination of Z39.50 search sessions by the client or 
server. 
Two newer facilities, not readily available yet in many implementations are: 
•    Explain, which allows the client to exchange information with the server about 
what type of server the client is querying and what the client must do to 
communicate successfully with that server in a Z39.50 session, and   
•    Extended Services, which define operations the client may request of the server, 
such as saving a search for later re-use or running a search query on a periodic 
schedule. 
Attributes and attribute sets 
When executing a Z39.50 search, the user specifies search terms that will be used to 
attach against access points in the database. The user’s query identifies information, 
or attributes, about those search terms that specify how that term is to be treated 
when used in the search. There are several different types of attributes:  
• Use attributes indicate database access points— searchable fields or indexes that 
can be specified in the search. For example, a search for an author’s name or a 
publication title would be specified by use attributes.  
• Relation attributes are descriptors that specify characteristics such as less than, 
greater than, or equal to. A search for books published during or later than 1996 
would use relation attributes in the query. Other attributes that control queries 
include truncation or omitting of characters in search terms and the structure of the 
query itself. In Z39.50 implementations, attributes belong to published attribute sets, 
which define characteristics of searches for given types of information [11]. 
 
Z39.50, a rich environment 
Through such features as facilities, attributes, and profiles, the Z39.50 standard 
provides a rich environment for information search and retrieval applications of all 
sorts of information. The protocol is extremely flexible and supports many optional 
features that allow it to extend far beyond its original goal of search and retrieval of 
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bibliographic records in library catalogs. Z39.50 is designed to support modular 
implementation and allows for different sets of attributes, searches, and record 
formats to be defined as needed for the type of information to be searched, making 
implementation simple or quite complex depending on which features are selected. 
3.5.4 Z39.50 MODEL 
Origin System (CLIENT) is software on local systems which translates search query 
into format of Z39.50 standard, connects to and sends query to system housing the 
database, and present record/results of query to searcher. Note that searcher of origin 
system never interacts directly with target system 
Target system (Server) is a computer housing the database(s) which translates the 
Z39.50 query to search logic of database system, obtains info from database and 
returns it to origin system, and returns records. Client and target roles can be 
contained in same system. Fig.5.1 shows Z39.50 MODEL [14]. 
 
Fig. (3.4) Z39.50 MODEL 
 
3.5.5 Z39.50’s Future 
 
As the standard for global information retrieval, Z39.50 has matured and achieved a 
high degree of sophistication. User communities continue to find new applications to 
take advantage of the functionality. From its beginning, Z39.50 has been a lightning 
rod for key issues related to information access and in today’s fast-moving Internet-
based information environment, it continues to bring issues to light in the 
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communities involved with developing, enhancing, and implementing information 
retrieval applications. Thus the standard continues to evolve. A maintenance revision 
incorporating clarifications and amendments approved by the Z39.50 Implementors 
Group (ZIG) is being balloted in 2002. (These changes do not disrupt any existing 
applications of ANSI/NISO Z39.50-1995.) Additionally, ZIG has been discussing 
how to position Z39.50 in the web environment, incorporate newer technologies, and 
to make the protocol more widely accepted by non-library communities who could 
benefit from a standard information retrieval protocol. In the fall of 2001, the ZIG 
approved the Z39.50 International Next Generation (ZING) as an umbrella under 
which a variety of initiatives by Z39.50 implementors can be explored. Various 
approaches to bring Z39.50 into mainstream web technologies are being investigated 
as well as ways to ease the implementation burden and increase the benefits of 
Z39.50 to other communities. The ZIG anticipates that one or more of the ZING 
experiments may lead to a new version of the Z39.50 standard or be the beginning of 
a new standard. One ZING experiment, begun in the summer of 2001, is called the 
Search/Retrieve Web Service (SRW). This approach uses standard web technologies 
including Extensible Markup Language (XML), Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP), Simple Object Application Protocol (SOAP), and Web Service Description 
Language (WSDL) to create a lightweight information retrieval protocol that fits in 
the context of web services. The SRW service derives from functionality currently 
available in the Z39.50 Search and Present Services yet simplifies how such 
functionality can be implemented by combining both Search and Present into this 
web service. SRW retains several key Z39.50 concepts such as abstract access points 
using Z39.50 attribute sets within a simple query structure called an experimental 
Common Query Language (CQL).ZOOM, the Z39.50 Object Oriented Model, is a 
separate ZING initiative. ZOOM is developing specifications for application 
programming interfaces (API) to build any kind of Z39.50 client or client-based 
service. 
 
The initial draft of the ZOOM API addresses connections to remote databases and 
searching and retrieving records. The API can remove from application programmers 
their concern with the complex aspects of Z39.50 (e.g., ASN.1 and Basic Encoding 
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Rules). Specific implementations of the abstract specification are being developed 
for various programming languages such as Perl, C++, Java, etc. The networked 
environment needs a robust information retrieval protocol. Z39.50 provides it. 
Through ZING initiatives, the protocol may be entering a new evolutionary period, 
exploring how to evolve Z39.50 so that it remains a strategically important tool for 
libraries while showing its utility to other information communities that need to do 
information retrieval in a web or networked-context[11].  
 
3.6 Networked Digital Libraries 
 
Individual digital library (DL) systems are based loosely on the client-server model 
where the data and metadata are stored on one or more centrally-located servers 
which are typically accessed by Web clients. The hardware required to set up such a 
system is influenced by the DL software, system architecture, projected system use 
and projected content size. A networked digital library requires hardware resources 
at each node of the distributed network architecture. 
 
 System architecture depends on the software used and the expected popularity of the 
system. Dedicated machines for search engines and/or databases are a possibility in 
the long term and should be planned for if needed. However, the limiting factor in 
most developing countries is network bandwidth rather than compute cycles so 
optimizing the use of the network is most critical. A network connection (T1, DSL, 
fixed line, leased line, Ethernet) is required for any online system that is available to 
the general public, especially those aimed at an international audience with users in 
different timezones. The bandwidth of this connection is often the determining factor 
but this may be upgraded as needed. The need for stable network capacity also 
suggests the possibility of outsourcing the web hosting or opting for a co-location 
solution with a network services vendor. The philosophy of taking the data to the 
users is also applicable: if the majority of users of a system are in location A, a server 
should be located on a local network; if the majority of users are in location B, a 
server should be located in location B. This will avoid network delays transferring 
data to/from a developing country with little bandwidth to spare [15].  
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3.6.1 Software and Operating System (OS) 
 
The software suite chosen in many instances dictates the operating system (or type of 
operating system) to be used. If not, there is a compromise between cost and support. 
Free operating systems, such as Linux and FreeBSD, are easily obtained and have a 
low acquisition cost but may incur support costs if expertise is not readily available. 
On the other hand, commercial server vendors such as Microsoft provide an 
international support network for their products. Service oriented companies such as 
RedHat provide support for Linux, thus attempting to provide the advantage of stable 
service without incurring high software costs. Beyond the operating system, a DL 
requires software to manage the data and arbitrate the requests from users. This 
software can be developed in-house or a pre-packaged system may be used. 
3.6.2 System Architecture 
 
Fig.(6.1) shows a generalized view of the architecture of a typical networked digital 
library. Data collection and basic services are provided at each institution or 
organization which manages its own DL or DLs. If there are multiple DLs for 
specific subject areas or subsections of the organization, these can be merged into 
institution-wide archives (e.g., DLA). Regional archives can then interoperate with 
the institution-wide archives of each organization while subject archives can 
interoperate with the subject archives (e.g., DLA1) and extract subject-specific data 
where individual subject archives do not exist (e.g., DLB). In general, collection of 
data is done as close to the source as possible, thereby giving the creators of data 
control over the management of the data. Services, however, are provided at a 
sufficiently high level of aggregation so that the data is interesting to users[15]. 
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 Fig.(3.5): Generalised architecture of networked digital library 
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Chapter 4 Design and Implementation 
 
Digital library system has two major parts. First part is back-end, it is responsible for 
database structure and operation. Second part it is front-end. it is also called an user 
interface part. It links user with database. Digital library database was built using 
Mysql (Mysql is an open database software). Mysql was chosen because it is very 
easy and very fast on executing query. Mysql is very cheap and independent on 
operating system. It works on Linux, Microsoft Windows and others. The system 
was divided into five groups depending on their tasks and relationships:    
 
1. .Electronic Catalog 
2. Saving Electronics files (Text, audio, video). 
3. Importing and Exporting. 
4. Searching on public library(Z39.50 Protocol) 
5. Data transferring between servers  
4.1 Electronic Catalog 
This part is responsible for saving catalog's information in standard format MARC. 
The structure of tables is given in Table (4.1). 
 
Material table  
For storing the name of material (i.e. book, thesis, serials and others) 
Table name: tblMaterial 
Table (4.1) Structure of Material table 
Field Name Type Description 
Material_type_id Tinyint(1) Id of material type 
Material_type_name_ar Varchar(50) Name of material on 
Arabic language  
Material_type_name_en Varchar(50) Name of material on 
English language 
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Form Table 
For building material form (i.e. book, thesis, serials and others) 
Store the field's id of material and determine which mandatory and optional   
Table name: tblForms 
 
Table (4.2) Structure of Form table 
Field Name Type Description 
FormID Tinyint(1) Id of  Form 
Tag_No Char(3) Tag Number of field on 
MARC format 
Subfield_Char Char(1) Field Character of field on 
MARC format 
Mandatory Boolean Mandatory 
Repeatable Boolean Repeatable 
 
 
Major Fields Table 
Major Fields Table contains the name of fields on Arabic language and English 
language. This table includes only the main fields of MARC. 
Table name: tblmarc_fields 
Table (4.3) Structure of Major Fields table 
Field Name Type Description 
Major_Field_id Numeric Unique number  
Major_Field_name_ar Varchar(255) Field name on Arabic 
language 
Major_Field_name_en Varchar(255) Field name on English 
language 
Tag_no  Varchar(3) Tag Number of field on 
MARC format 
Description Varchar (255) Description of field 
 
Sub-Fields definition Table 
Sub-Fields definition Table contains the name of sub-fields on both Arabic language 
and English languages. This table includes the sub-fields of main fields. 
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Table name: tblsubfields_name 
Table (4.4) Structure of Sub-Fields definition Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Field_name_ar Varchar(255) Field name on Arabic 
language 
Field_name_en Varchar(255) Field name on English 
language 
Tag_no  Char(3) Tag Number of field on 
MARC format 
Field_type Tinyint(1) 1: Yes/No 
2:Numeric 
3:Character 
4:Select From List 
Default Varchar(255) Default value of field 
Select_list  Varchar(255) List 
Description Varchar (255) Description of field 
Character_Field Char(1) Determine the subfield 
on marc21 $a,$b,….. 
 
Catalog Header Table 
Catalog Header Table contains the header of catalog data 
Table name: tblcatalog_header 
Table (4.5) Structure of Catalog Header Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Record_id Bigint(20) ID of catalog record 
Material_type_id Tinyint(1) material type (i.e. books, 
thesis,..... 
LocationID Int(11) Id of location of source 
 
Catalog Data Table 
Catalog Data Table contains catalog data. 
Table name: tblcatalog_data 
Table (4.6) Structure of Catalog Data Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Tag Char(3) Tag Number of field on 
MARC format 
Record_id Bigint(20) ID of catalog record 
Subfieldval Varchar(255) Value of sub-field 
Subfield Char(1) Sub-field character 
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4.2 Data Compression 
 
This part is responsible for saving digital files in compressed format. The details of 
table's structure are illustrated in Table (4.7). 
Digital file table 
This table is used for storing digital materials (i.e. e-books, video, audio) 
Table name: tbldig_files 
Table (4.7) Structure of Digital file Table 
Field Name Type Description 
File_id Tinyint(1) Unique number 
Record_id Bigint(20) ID of catalog record 
File_val LONGBLOB files Storage  
Format_type_id Tinyint(1) File format id 
 
File Format table 
This table contains file format name for opening documents (i.e. Portable Document 
Format (pdf) , Microsoft Word,.... ) 
Table name: tblformats 
Table (4.8) Structure of file format Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Format_type_id Tinyint File format id 
Format_type_name Varchar(255) File format name 
4.3 Importing and Exporting 
Importing and exporting feature is very important in digital library system. It is a 
way to transfer data between different applications. Importing and exporting 
algorithms are given below:  
4.3.1 Import Algorithm 
• Determine source type xml files or database  
• If xml files determine the destination (location of files) 
• Elseif database write the connection string 
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• Test connection 
• If Test Successfully then continue else stop 
• Detect fields 
• Mapping between fields 
• Copy data to tmptable 
• Register the number of import & import date & description of data 
• Check validate of data then mark error data and data replication. 
• correct data  
• transfer it to original tables   
• delete data from tmptables 
 4.3.2 Export Algorithm  
• Export to xml  
? Include fields name 
? Include tag number  
• Export to marc21 to Text Files 
Import header tables 
This table contains header of imported catalog data. 
Table name: tblimport_header 
Table (4.9) Structure of Import header Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Import_id Numeric Unique number 
Import_date DateTime Import Date 
Notes Varchar(255) Notes 
Importfilename Varchar(255)  Import file name 
Record_count Bigint(20) Number of imported Record 
 
Temp Catalog Data Table 
This table contains imported catalog data before correcting 
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Table name: tblimport_data_tmp 
Table (4.10) Structure of Temp Catalog Data Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Field_id Tinyint Number of field 
Import_id Numeric  
Field_val Varchar(255) Field value 
Catalog_Data _id  Unique number 
 
4.4 Z39.50 Protocol 
 
The implemented system in this research relies on Z39.50 Facilities to derive 
information from Z39.50 servers (including library catalogs, full text search systems, 
and digital library systems) in order to build an index for distributed resources. The 
procedure followed is: 
1. Search the Explain Database to derive the server information about each 
database maintained by the server and the attributes available for searching 
that server. 
2. For each database, we determine whether Dublin Core attributes are 
available, and if not, we select from the available attributes those most 
commonly associated with Dublin Core information. 
3. For each of the attributes discovered, we send a sequence of Scan requests to 
the server and collect the resulting lists of index terms. As the lists are 
collected they are verified for uniqueness (since a server may allow multiple 
search attributes to be processed by the same index) so that duplication is 
avoided. 
4. For each database an XML collection document is constructed to act as a 
surrogate for the database using the information obtained from the server 
Explain database and the Scans of the various indexes. 
5. A database of collection documents is created and indexed using all of the 
terms and frequency information derived above [12]. 
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Public Library Address Table   
 
This table contains address of national library. 
Table name: tblpublic_lib 
 
Table (4.11) Structure of Public Library Address Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Public_lib_id Int(11) Unique number 
Public_lib_name_ar Varchar(255) Name of library in Arabic 
language 
Public_lib_name_en Varchar(255) Name of library in English 
language 
Address Varchar(255) URL address of library 
4.5 Networks Architecture 
 
The Digital library system must have both centralized and distributed databases. 
Centralized system is easy to management, controlling, searching, retrieving and 
accessing the information. Distributed system has light traffic on network and has 
fault protection (i.e. one side fail part of network fail but if main server fails all 
networks will fail).  On Digital library network main server includes the control 
system and the main database. Sub server contains local database of institute and has 
scheduling tools to export database to main server. Note that if the connection fails 
between sub server and main server the program will still work at institution. There 
are several methods to connect to main server: 
First, direct connect through fiber or other media type (Ethernet, E1, and leased 
line).Second, connection through internet using Virtual Private Networks (VPN) fig. 
(4.1).  
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 Fig. (4.1) Types of connection to main server 
The last very cheap but low bandwidth and can be attacked. Third, connection 
through internet directly thus require a middle server like a buffer to transfer data 
fig.(4.2). 
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Fig. (4.2) 
Some table extra needed to scheduling and control transferring data. 
On main server 
Sub-server table 
This table contains the information of sub-servers. 
Table Name:  tblsubservers 
Table (4.12) Structure of Sub-Server Table 
Field Nam Type Description 
Subserver_id Tinyint(1) Number of field 
Subserver_name Varchar(255) Sub-server name 
Subserver_description  Varchar(255) Description  
Subserver_ip Varchar(255) Sub-server IP address 
Connection_type   
 
Tinyint(1) (Lan/VBN/Internet/dialup) 
 
Transfer Query table 
This table contains the transferring query.  
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 Table name: tbltransfer_query 
 
Table (4.13) Structure of Transfer Query Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Subserver_id Tinyint Sub-server id 
Query_str Varchar(255) Transferring query 
 
The data transfer to another database (buffer database) when it analysis and corrected 
to transfer to main database 
On sub-server 
Transfer table 
This is a log file for sub-server database. It registers all transaction. 
Table Name: tbltransfer 
 
Table (4.14) Structure of Transfer Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Transaction_id Bigint(20)  Number of field 
Action_type  Tinyint(1) (Add/Update/Delete) 
Table_name Varchar(255) Field value 
Con_status  Boolean (not transfer/ transfer) 
 
Register Transferring Table 
This table contains the information of transferring data. 
Table name: tblreg_transfer 
 
Table (4.15) Structure of register Transferring Table 
Field Name Type Description 
Transfer_id Tinyint Number of field 
Trans_start Numeric (Add/Update/Delete) 
Trans_end Varchar(255) Field value 
Complete Boolean (not transfer/ transfer) 
 
The transferring operation is scheduling on main server to make controlling easy. 
When transferring time comes the main server will send command message to sub-
server " I listen to you please send your data". Then sub-server will response to this 
message by sending data to main server.  
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4.11 Tables Relationship 
 
The fig.(4.3) shows relationships between digital library database tables. 
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Chapter 5 Results  
 
This chapter discusses the application of digital library and the final results of the 
system. The application has multiple forms with different function. . The forms are 
as follows: 
1. Generate new catalog form 
2. Catalog form 
3. Local Search 
a. Simple 
b. Advance 
4. Public Search 
5. Public Servers 
6. Save digital document 
7. Material types 
8. Import Data 
9. Sub-server 
10. function library 
 
This application was built using open source software based on php language and 
mysql database. The main menu of system is illustrated in fig.(5.1)  . 
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Fig. (5.1) Main form of digital library 
5.1 Generate New Catalog Form 
 
This form to generate template catalogs of books, thesis, image, videos and others. 
It's useful because you can customize marc fields and choose a best to enter 
material's catalog. By the way, it's easy to enter data. Figure 1 show that form 
To get that form: 
1. Click on hyperlink of new form. 
2. Determine the number of fields and catalog templates then click save Fig(2.a). 
3. Enter tags and sub-fields character and determine which is mandatory and 
repeatable Fig(5.2.b).  
 
Fig (5.2.a) New form determine the number of fields 
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Fig (5.2.b) New form determine the field's tag and subfield character. 
 
Tables   
tblforms_header 
tblforms_field 
Code files 
generat.php 
5.2 Catalog Form 
 
This form to enter catalog of materials on template form made above. The sequence 
of procedures: 
1. Click on hyperlink of Catalog fig.( 5.1). 
2. Determine the date and catalog's templates then click go fig(5.3.a). 
3. Fill catalog data fig(5.3.b) . 
4. On repeatable field determine the repeat number by default 1 row. 
5. Then press save button. 
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Tables Names 
tblcatalog_header 
tblcatalog_data 
Code files 
genertrepetable.php 
 
 
Fig(5.3.a) Catalog header 
 
Fig(5.3.b) Catalog data 
 
 
5.3 Public Servers 
 
Through this form we can add public library address like library of Congress. Thus 
we can search on public server using protocol z39.50 fig.(4) shows public server 
form. 
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Fig(5.4) Public Servers 
5.4 Material types 
 
Through this form we can add, update and delete materials types like books, thesis, 
videos and others. Fig.( 5.5) shows that. 
 
Fig.( 5.5)  Material Types 
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5.5 Import 
Through this form can import catalog data from xml files. The algorithm of import 
function discuss on chapter 3. The sequence of this operation: 
1. Locate the xml files then press go. Fig.( 5.6.a). 
2. Map detected field to marc format (tag, subfield) fig.( 5.6.b). 
3. Press save button. 
4. Finish. 
Tables Names 
tblimport_header 
tblimport_data_tmp 
Code files 
import0.php 
import1.php 
import2.php 
 
Fig(5.6.a) locate xml file. 
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fig.( 5.6.b) Mapping Detected fields 
5.6 Sub-Servers 
 
Through this form we can add, update and delete sub-server. To enter new sub server 
you must determine IP address, sub-server name, sub-server description and 
connection type. This information is used to transfer data to main server (chapter 6). 
Fig (5) show sub server form. 
Tables Names 
tblsubservers 
Code files 
subserver0.php 
subserver_grid.php 
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Fig.( 5.7) sub-servers 
5.7 Saving digital materials 
Through this form we can save files (Word, pdf, image, videos or others).to save new 
files you must: 
1. Determine number of files Fig(5.8.a). 
2. Locate above files. Fig(5.8. b) 
3. Press save button.  
Tables Names 
tbldig_file 
Code files 
upload1.php 
upload2.php 
upload3.php 
 
Fig.( 5.8.a) Number of files  
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Fig.( 5.8.b) locate files 
5.8 Local Search 
The Local Search is shown in two forms: 
• Simple search  
This form searches on local database without determination 
like location, field or others as shown in Fig (5.9.a). We use 
Ajax technique to help user (i.e. when you write text - auto 
complete). 
 
Fig.( 5.9.a) simple local search 
• Advance search 
This form searches on local database with some determination 
like location, field or others as shown in Fig (5.9. b). 
The search result gives title, author and location name as shown in Fig(5. 9.c). The 
title is a hyperlink to give remainder field on MARC21 format as in Fig.(5.9.d). 
 
Fig.( 5.9.b) advance search 
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Fig.( 5.9.c)Search Result 
 
Fig.( 5.9.d)details of result on marc21 format 
Code files 
search0.php 
displayresult.php 
record.php 
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5.9 Public Search 
 
By this form you can search on multiple public servers which you added on public 
server form. This feature use Z39.50 protocol which is discussed in Chapter 5. Fig 
(10.a) shows the form. Search results viewed on MARC21 format. Thus we can 
import this result into local database.  
May search result give some number of tags not included in MARC21 as in 
Fig(10.b). 
To implement above protocol we use php/yaz toolkit which is open source [16].   
 
Fig (5.10.a) Public Search 
 
Fig (5.10.b) Public Search Result 
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Code files 
public_search.php 
Public_result.php 
 
5.10 Functions 
 
The application contains useful functions as follows: 
• read_marc($raw) 
This function reads marc record and return array contain the name 
of field and subfield and field's value. 
• fillarray($query,$fieldname,$itemdata) 
This function is use for fill components like select list or combo box 
from database.   
• get_record($filename,$field) 
Get values from imported files (xml files). 
• detect_fields($filename,$fname) 
    Detect field's name from imported files (xml files). 
• MaxNo($tablename ,$field) 
     Return the max number of field. 
• record($rs,$other,$hyper) 
   Display summary of search result.    
• displaydetailrecord($q) 
  Display details of one record from search result 
The details of these functions are given in Appendix B. 
The database contains about 350,000 catalog records. All of these records were 
imported from WINISIS database of: 
1. University of Khartoum 
2. Sudan University 
3. Omdurman Islamic university 
4. Al neelain University 
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5. Al Gezira University 
6. Africa International University  
7. Quran Karim University 
8. Al Zaiem Al Azhari University 
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Chapter 6  Conclusion 
 
Implementing a digital library system for Sudan requires localization using many 
features and different techniques.  The study of this research covered a wide area of 
topics based on the problem definition for the research and on the availability of the 
latest technologies. To reach the goals of this work a digital library system was 
developed to be a reliable and operational system.     
 
Marc21 and Dublin Core are famous techniques for cataloging. MARC21 is very 
satisfied but it is difficult and complicated and has many duplicated fields. Dublin 
Core is very simple and easy but is not satisfied although it extended to Dublin Core 
Qualified and it is not have feature of repeat fields. Thus, this research gives mid way 
solution by customizing MARC21 fields and choosing a limited number of fields and 
giving them labels.    
 
The research also recommends XML as the best importing and exporting data 
technique and suitable technique for web applications.  The choice of XML is due to 
its easiness and because it includes the name of fields and attributes (indicators). In 
addition to that php language supports xml. 
 
Z39.50 protocol services digitals libraries. It is the pipe line to exchange catalog data 
on standard format MARC21 without any previous knowledge on the database 
structure of others. This protocol on this research was implemented using PHP/YAZ 
toolkits.    
A Digital library database system must be centralized and distributed. Centralized 
system is easy to management, controlling, searching, retrieving and accessing the 
information. Distributed system has light traffic on network and has fault protection 
(i.e. one side fail part of network fail but if main server fails all networks will fail).  
In the Digital library network the main server includes the control system and the 
main database. A Sub server contains local databases of the institute and has 
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scheduling tools to export database to main server. Note that if the connection fails 
between the sub server and the main server the program will still work at the 
institution side. 
There are alternative connectivity methods to main server: 
First, direct connection through fiber or other media type (Ethernet, leased line or 
others). Second, connection through Internet Service Provider (ISP) using Virtual 
Private Network (VPN). This connection is very cheap but has low bandwidth. 
Third, connection through internet directly thus require a middle server like a buffer 
to transfer data as shown as Fig.(5.3). 
Future works 
As a recommendation for future work the implemented system  requirs some 
important modules as  discussed below: 
Security module is very important to keep the data and use policy to manage it. 
Users may have account with dedicated policy to adapt entering the data.  
Management module is very important to manage library works and organize it. It 
helps library employees in supplying and borrowing. 
Search engine module (supporting Arabic language) solves some problems like 
character's similarity and spelling errors. It is helpful to find result by meaning and 
by rooting of words. It suggests for searcher some syntax like Google "do you mean 
…. 
Optical Character Recognition module digitizes hard materials like convert old 
books and thesis to digital format to apply search, digital publish and archive.
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Appendix A 
 
Mapping between Dublin Core AND Machine Readable 
Catalog  
 
Dublin Core 
 
MARC 21 
 
Title: A name given to the resource. 245 10 $a (Title statement/ Title proper) 
e.g. 245 10 $aWeb database applications 
with PHP & MySQL /$cHugh E. Williams 
& David Lane.  
Subject: The topic of the content of the 
resource. 
 
650 #0 $a (Subject added entry- Topical 
term) 
653 ## $a (Index term- uncontrolled) 
e.g. 650 #0 $aWeb sites$xDesign. 
Description: An account of the content of 
the resource. 
Source: A Reference to a resource from 
which the present resource is derived. 
520 ## $a (summary, etc., note) 
e.g. 520 ## $a The author presents a 
tutorial introduction to PHP programming 
examples with extensive examples on 
regular expressions. 
505 0# $a (Formatted contents note) 
786 0# $n (Data source entry/ note) 
Language: A language of the intellectual 
content of the resource.  
546 ## $a (Language note) e.g. 546 
##$aEnglish, German. 
Relation: A reference to a related resource. 787 1# $n (Nonspecific relationship  
entry/note) 
Coverage: The extent or scope of the 
content of the resource.  
500 ## $a (General note) 
522 ## $a (Geographic coverage note) 
e.g. 500 ## $a Includes index. 
Contributor: An entity responsible for 
making contributions to the content of the 
resource. 
100 1# $a (Main entry- personal name) 
700 1# $a (Added entry- personal name) 
710 2# $a (Added entry- corporate name) 
711 2# $a (Added entry- conference name) 
720 ## $a (Added entry-uncontrolled 
Name/name) e.g. 720 ## $aLane, David  
Publisher: An entity responsible for 
making the resource available. 
260 ## $b (Publication, description, etc. 
(Inprint)/ Name of publisher, distribution, 
etc.) 
e.g. 
260 ## $aCambridge:$bO’Reilly,$c2002. 
Creator: An entity primarily responsible 
for making the content of the resource. 
100 1# $a (Main entry- personal name) 
700 1# $a (Added entry- personal name) 
710 2# $a (Added entry- corporate name) 
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711 2# $a (Added entry- conference name) 
720 ## $a (Added entry-uncontrolled 
name/name) e.g. 700 1# $aWilliams, Hugh 
E. 
 
Rights: Information about rights held in 
and over the resource. 
540 ## $a (Terms governing use and 
reproduction note) 
856 42 $3 (Rights) 
e.g. 856 42 $3Copyright 2002 O ‘Reilly & 
Associates,Inc. 
Date: A date associated with an event in 
the life cycle of the resource. 
260 ## $c (Date of publication, distribution 
etc.) e.g. 260 ## $c2002  
Type: The nature or genre of the content of 
the resource. 
655 #7 $a (Index term- genre/form) 
 
Format: The physical or digital 
manifestation of the resource. 
 
856 ## $q (Electronic format type) 
Identifier: An unambiguous reference to 
the resource within a given context. 
856 4# $u (Electronic location and access/ 
URL) e.g. 856 4# 
$uhttp://drtc.isibang.ac.in 
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Appendix B 
 
Php scripts general functions  
 
<? 
function read_marc($raw)//,$f,$tag,$ind1,$ind2,$subchar,$subval) 
{   $raw=nl2br($raw); 
    $s=explode('<br />',$raw); 
    //echo count($s); 
    for($i=1;$i<count($s);$i++) 
    { 
 
        $tag[$i] = substr($s[$i],1,3); 
        $result=mysql_query("Select * from tblmarc_fields where Tag_no='$tag[$i]'"); 
        // echo "Select * from tblmarc_fields where Tag_no='$tag[$i]'"; 
            if (!$result) { 
            echo 'Could not run query: ' . mysql_error(); 
            continue; 
            } 
 
 
        $row = mysql_fetch_array($result, MYSQL_BOTH); 
        $fieldname[$i]=$row['Marc_Field_name_en']; 
       // echo "<br>$fieldname[$i]aaa".$tag[$i]; 
        $ind1[$i]=substr($s[$i],6,1); 
        $ind2[$i]=substr($s[$i],7,1); 
        echo "<b>".$tag[$i]."   ".$ind1[$i].$ind2[$i]."   ". $fieldname[$i] ."</b>  <br>"; 
        //$k=substr($s[$i],8); 
        $sub=explode('$',$s[$i]); 
       // echo "==>".count($sub); 
        for($j=1;$j<count($sub);$j++) 
        { 
           $subchar[$i][$j]=substr($sub[$j],0,1); 
          // echo "ff".$subchar[$i][$j]; 
           $result=mysql_query("Select * from tblsubfields_name where Tag_no_Marc21='$tag[$i]' and 
Character_Field='$subchar[$i][$j]'")or die("Invalid query:" . $query . mysql_error()); 
           if (!$result) { 
            echo 'Could not run query: ' . mysql_error(); 
            continue; 
            } 
            $row = mysql_fetch_array($result, MYSQL_BOTH); 
            $subfieldname[$i][$j]=$row['Field_name_en']; 
            $subval[$i][$j]=substr($sub[$j],1); 
            echo "&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<b>".$subfieldname[$i][$j]."\$".$subchar[$i][$j]." </b> ".$subval[$i][$j]."<br>"; 
        } 
 
        //echo $s[$i]. "<br>"; 
        //fwrite($f,$s[$i]."\n"); 
    } 
} 
 function filllist($query,$fieldname,$itemdata,$NoSelect) 
 { 
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                //$q="SELECT * FROM locations " ; 
 
            $result=mysql_query("$query")or die("Invalid query:" . $query . mysql_error()); 
            if ($NoSelect)echo "\n\t\t<option value=\"-1\" >No Selecltion</option>\n"; 
 
        while ($row = mysql_fetch_array($result, MYSQL_BOTH)) 
 
              echo"\t\t<option value=$row[$itemdata]>" .trim($row[$fieldname]). "</option>\n"; 
 
 } 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 function fillarray($query,$fieldname,$itemdata) 
 { 
                //$q="SELECT * FROM locations " ; 
             $result=mysql_query("$query")or die("Invalid query:" . $query . mysql_error()); 
             $i=0; 
             $arraydata["-1"]="No Selection"; 
        while ($row = mysql_fetch_array($result, MYSQL_BOTH)) 
              { 
              $arraydata[$row[$itemdata]]=$row[$fieldname]; 
              $i++; 
                   } 
               return ($arraydata);//$arraydata 
 
 
} 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
function get_record($filename,$field) 
{ 
       $doc = new DOMDocument(); 
       $doc->load($filename,LIBXML_NOWARNING); 
       $db= $doc->getElementsByTagName( "RECORD" ); 
foreach( $db as $RECORD) 
{ 
 for($i=0;$i<count($field);$i++) 
    { 
         $ts = $RECORD->getElementsByTagName( $field[$i]); 
         $val[$t][$field[$i]] = $ts->item(0)->nodeValue; 
 
    } 
//$ss = $RECORD->getElementsByTagName( "Tag_300"); 
//$s = $ss->item(0)->nodeValue; 
$t++;} 
return ($val); 
 
} 
 
function detect_fields($filename,$fname) 
{ 
$f=fopen($filename,'r'); 
$s=fread($f,filesize($filename)); 
$s1=str_replace('&','and',$s); 
fclose($f); 
$f=fopen($filename,'w'); 
fwrite($f,$s1); 
fclose($f); 
$file = $filename; 
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$newfile =$file."1"; 
 
if (!copy($file, $newfile)) { 
    echo "failed to copy $file...\n"; 
} 
$xml = simplexml_load_file($filename); 
$i=0; 
$field[]=array(""); 
foreach($xml->children() as $child) 
  {    foreach($child->children() as $child1) 
            { 
            if (count($child1->children())>1) 
               {  $j=0; 
                  foreach($child1->children() as $child2) 
                        { 
                          $e=$child2->getName(); 
                          if(!in_array($e,$field)) 
                             { 
                               $field[$i]=$e; 
                               $i++; 
                             } 
                          } 
               } 
             else{ 
                 $e=$child1->getName(); 
                 if(!in_array($e,$field)) 
                   { $field[$i]=$e; 
                     $i++; 
                   } 
               } 
           } 
 } 
 
return ($field); 
} 
function MaxNo($tablename ,$field) 
{ 
    $result=mysql_query("select max($field) as maxno from $tablename")or die("Invalid query:" . 
mysql_error()); 
    while ($row = mysql_fetch_array($result, MYSQL_BOTH)) 
        return ($row['maxno']+1); 
    return (1); 
     
} 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
function record($rs,$other,$hyper) 
{ 
 
$i=$other+1; 
//require"conn.php"; 
//opendb(); 
echo "<table bordercolordark='blue' bordercolorlight='blue' border='0' cellspacing='0' 
width='100%'><tbody><tr></tr>"; 
while($aw=mysql_fetch_array($rs,MYSQL_BOTH)){ 
    $color = "#0000ff"; 
    if(fmod($i,2)==0) 
                   { 
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                       $color = "#e7ebf7"; 
                   } 
 if(fmod($i,2)==1) 
                  { 
                      $color = "#eff3ff"; 
                  } 
        $q="SELECT tblcatalog_data.subfieldval AS Author FROM tblcatalog_data WHERE 
(((tblcatalog_data.tag)='100') AND ((tblcatalog_data.subfield)='a') AND 
((tblcatalog_data.Record_id)=$aw[0])) LIMIT 1;"; 
         //echo $q; 
          $r=mysql_query($q); 
        $author=mysql_fetch_row($r); 
        $q="SELECT tblcatalog_data.subfieldval AS Title FROM tblcatalog_data WHERE 
(((tblcatalog_data.tag)='245') AND ((tblcatalog_data.subfield)='a') AND 
((tblcatalog_data.Record_id)=$aw[0]))LIMIT 1;"; 
        $r=mysql_query($q); 
        $Title=mysql_fetch_row($r); 
       // $q="SELECT locations.LocationName, locations.LocationID FROM locations, tblcatalog_data 
WHERE (((tblcatalog_data.tag)='500') AND ((tblcatalog_data.subfield)='u') AND 
((tblcatalog_data.Record_id)=$aw[0]));"; 
        $q="SELECT locations.LocationName_en, locations.LocationID FROM locations INNER JOIN 
tblcatalog_data ON locations.LocationID = tblcatalog_data.subfieldval WHERE 
(((tblcatalog_data.tag)='500') AND ((tblcatalog_data.subfield)='u') AND 
((tblcatalog_data.Record_id)=$aw[0])) LIMIT 1 ;"; 
        //echo $q; 
        $r=mysql_query($q); 
        $location=mysql_fetch_row($r); 
        echo "<tr onmouseover='setPointer(this, '', '$color')' onmouseout='setPointer(this, '$color', 
'$color')' width='100%'><td align='Left' bgcolor='$color' width='100%'>"; 
     echo "<table border='0' cellspacing='10%' dir='ltr' >"; 
     echo "<tbody><tr>"; 
     echo "<td halign='left' bgcolor='$color' valign='top'>$i.</td>"; 
        echo "<td bgcolor='$color' valign='middle'>"; 
  echo "<a href=\"record.php?$hyper&ID=$aw[0]\"><img src='BlueBook.gif' 
border='0'></a>"; 
     echo "</td>"; 
     echo "<td bgcolor='$color' valign='top'></td>"; 
        echo "<td bgcolor='$color' valign='top'></td>"; 
        echo "<td bgcolor='$color' valign='top'><b>Title: </b><a style='color: #0000FF' 
href=\"record.php?$hyper&ID=$aw[0]\"><b>".$Title[0]."</b></a>"; 
  echo "<br><br>"; 
  echo "<b>Author:</b>     ".$author[0]."<br>"; 
        //if ($tableno==2)echo "ÇáãÏÎá ÇáÑÆíÓí:     ".$aw["Author"]."<br>"; 
  echo "<b>Location:</b>     ".$location[0]."<br>"; 
  echo "</td></tr></tbody></table>"; 
        echo "</td></tr>"; 
 $i++; } 
 echo "</tbody></table>"; 
} 
function displaydetailrecord($q) 
{ 
 
echo"<table bordercolorlight='blue' border='0' cellspacing='0' width='100%'>"; 
echo "<TR><td width='10%' bgcolor='#9cbee6'><p align='center'><font  
color='#FFFFFF'><b>Field<b></font></td> 
           <td width='10%' bgcolor='#9cbee6'><p align='center'><font 
color='#FFFFFF'><b>Tag</b></font></td> 
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           <td width='3%' bgcolor='#9cbee6'><p align='center'><font 
color='#FFFFFF'><b>Char</b></font></td> 
           <td width='77%' bgcolor='#9cbee6'><p align='center'><font 
color='#FFFFFF'><b>Val</b></font></td> 
           </tr><font face='Tahoma' size='2' color='#FFFFFF'>"; 
//echo "<td width=\"20%\" bgcolor=\"#9cbee6\"><p align=\"Left\"><font  
color=\"#FFFFFF\"><b>Field<b></font></td><td width=\"80%\" bgcolor=\"#9cbee6\"><p 
align=\"right\"><font color=\"#FFFFFF\"><b>Val</b></font></td></tr><font face='Tahoma' size='2' 
color=\"#FFFFFF\">"; 
$result=mysql_query("$q")or die("Invalid query:" . $q . mysql_error()); 
//$interface =mysql_query($inter)or die("Invalid query:" . $inter . mysql_error()); 
$i=1; 
while($aw=mysql_fetch_array($result,MYSQL_BOTH)) 
 
     { 
  echo"<TR>"; 
  if(fmod($i,2)==0) 
   { echo "<TD width=\"10%\" 
bgcolor=\"#e7ebf7\"><b>".$aw["EnField"]."</b></TD>"; 
                echo "<TD width=\"10%\" bgcolor=\"#e7ebf7\"><b>".$aw["tag"]."</b></TD>"; 
                echo "<TD width=\"3%\" bgcolor=\"#e7ebf7\"><b>".$aw["subfield"]."</b></TD>"; 
    echo"<TD width=\"77%\" 
bgcolor=\"#e7ebf7\">&nbsp;&nbsp;".$aw["subfieldval"]."</TD>"; 
   } 
  if(fmod($i,2)==1) 
   { echo "<TD width=\"10%\" 
bgcolor=\"#eff3ff\"><b>".$aw["EnField"]."</b></TD>"; 
                echo "<TD width=\"10%\" bgcolor=\"#eff3ff\"><b>".$aw["tag"]."</b></TD>"; 
                echo "<TD width=\"3%\" bgcolor=\"#eff3ff\"><b>".$aw["subfield"]."</b></TD>"; 
    echo"<TD width=\"77%\" 
bgcolor=\"#eff3ff\">&nbsp;&nbsp;".$aw["subfieldval"]."</TD>"; 
   } 
  echo"</TR>"; 
    $i++; 
 } 
 
echo"</font></TABLE>"; 
} 
?> 
 
 
 
